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1. Introduction

In the past decade, the synthesis of superparamagnetic nanoparticles has been intensively developed not only for its fundamental scientific interest but also for many technological applications: among others, magnetic storage media,1 biosensing applications,2 medical applications, such as targeted drug delivery,3,4 contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),5–12 and magnetic inks for jet printing.13 The control of the monodisperse size is very important because the properties of the nanocrystals depend upon the dimension of the nanoparticles. To understand ferrofluid behavior and to improve applications or develop new ones, careful studies related to fluid stability, control of surfactants, particle sizes, materials, and physical behavior are essential.

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles with appropriate surface chemistry can be used for numerous in vivo applications, such as MRI contrast enhancement, tissue repair, immunoassay, detoxification of biological fluids, hyperthermia, drug delivery, and cell separation.14 All of these biomedical applications require that the nanoparticles have high magnetization values, a size smaller than 100 nm, and a narrow particle size distribution. These applications also need peculiar surface coating of the magnetic particles, which has to be nontoxic and biocompatible and must also allow for a targetable delivery with particle localization in a specific area. Such magnetic nanoparticles can bind to drugs, proteins, enzymes, antibodies, or nucleotides and can be directed to an organ, tissue, or tumor using an external magnetic field.15 A number of approaches have been described to produce magnetic nanoparticles.16,17

In this review, we summarize the chemical routes for the synthesis of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles.
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Published reviews, up to now, have highlighted the chemical aspects, such as synthesis and characterization, along with biomedical applications, all of which aim at developing very successful contrast agents intended for molecular imaging. However, they have only in part covered physicochemical properties, important to understand the action of the particles and to improve their efficiency. Also, other reviews give generalities about particles without focusing specifically on iron oxide particles.

This review, on the other hand, constitutes a more complete view of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles. It includes greater emphasis on synthesis and characterization, delves into all physicochemical properties, and gives some examples of biomedical applications in the field of molecular imaging and cell targeting.
2. Synthesis of Magnetic Nanoparticles

Numerous chemical methods can be used to synthesize magnetic nanoparticles for medical imaging applications: microemulsions,\textsuperscript{18} sol–gel syntheses,\textsuperscript{19} sonochemical reactions,\textsuperscript{20} hydrothermal reactions,\textsuperscript{21} hydrolysis and thermolysis of precursors,\textsuperscript{22} flow injection syntheses,\textsuperscript{23} and electrospray syntheses.\textsuperscript{24} The synthesis of superparamagnetic nanoparticles is a complex process because of their colloidal nature. The first main chemical challenge consists of defining experimental conditions, leading to a monodisperse population of magnetic grains of suitable size. The second critical point is to select a reproducible process that can be industrialized without any complex purification procedure, such as ultracentrifugation,\textsuperscript{25} size-exclusion chromatography,\textsuperscript{26} magnetic filtration,\textsuperscript{9} or flow field gradient.\textsuperscript{27} These methods have been used to prepare particles with homogeneous composition and narrow size distribution. However, the most common method for the production of magnetite nanoparticles is the chemical coprecipitation technique of iron salts.\textsuperscript{28–32}

2.1. Classical Synthesis by Coprecipitation

The coprecipitation technique is probably the simplest and most efficient chemical pathway to obtain magnetic particles. Iron oxides (either Fe$_3$O$_4$ or $\gamma$Fe$_2$O$_3$) are usually prepared by an aging stoichiometric mixture of ferrous and ferric salts in aqueous medium. The chemical reaction of Fe$_3$O$_4$ formation may be written as eq 1.

\[
\text{Fe}^{2+} + 2\text{Fe}^{3+} + 8\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 + 4\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (1)
\]

According to the thermodynamics of this reaction, complete precipitation of Fe$_3$O$_4$ should be expected at a pH between 8 and 14, with a stoichiometric ratio of 2:1 (Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$) in a non-oxidizing oxygen environment.\textsuperscript{33}

However, magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$) is not very stable and is sensitive to oxidation. Magnetite is transformed into maghemite ($\gamma$Fe$_2$O$_3$) in the presence of oxygen.

\[
\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 + 2\text{H}^+ \rightarrow \gamma\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 + \text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (2)
\]

Oxidation in air is not the only way to transform magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$) into maghemite ($\gamma$Fe$_2$O$_3$). Various electron or ion transfers depending upon the pH of the suspension are involved, according to eq 2. Under acidic and anaerobic conditions, surface Fe$^{2+}$ ions are desorbed as hexa-aqua complexes in solution, whereas, under basic conditions, the oxidation of magnetite involves the oxidation—reduction of the surface of magnetite. The oxidation of ferrous ions is always correlated with migration of cations through the lattice framework, creating cationic vacancies to maintain the charge.
balance, explaining the structure of maghemite. In maghemite, iron ions are distributed in the octahedral (Oh) and tetrahedral (Td) sites of the spinel structure (formula 1), but maghemite differs from magnetite by the presence of cationic vacancies within the octahedral site. The vacancies ordering scheme is closely related to the sample preparation method and results in symmetry lowering and possibly superstructures. The vacancies can be completely random or partially or totally ordered. It has been shown, essentially from combined IR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction, that vacancy ordering occurs only for particles exceeding 5 nm.34

\[
\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 : [\text{Fe}^{3+}]_{12} [\text{Fe}^{3+}\text{Fe}^{2+}]_{30} \text{O}_4 \\
\gamma\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 : 0.75[\text{Fe}^{3+}]_{12} [\text{Fe}^{3+}]_{12} [\text{Fe}^{3+}]_{30} \text{V}_{1/3} \text{O}_4
\]

formula 1 : structure of magnetite and maghemite

The main advantage of the coprecipitation process is that a large amount of nanoparticles can be synthesized. However, the control of particle size distribution is limited, because only kinetic factors are controlling the growth of the crystal. In the coprecipitation process, two stages are involved:35–40 a short burst of nucleation occurs when the concentration of the species reaches critical supersaturation, and then, there is a slow growth of the nuclei by diffusion of the solutes to the surface of the crystal. To produce monodisperse iron oxide nanoparticles, these two stages should be separated; i.e., nucleation should be avoided during the period of growth.17

The LaMer diagram41 illustrates the formation of monodispersed nano- and microparticles with the nucleation and crystal growth mechanisms. In a supersaturated solution when the nuclei form at the same time, subsequent growth of these nuclei results in the formation of particles with a very narrow size distribution.42 In conclusion, size control of monodispersed particles must normally be performed during the very short nucleation period, because the final particle number is determined by the end of the nucleation and it does not change during particle growth. A wide variety of factors can be adjusted in the synthesis of iron oxide nanoparticles to control size, magnetic characteristics, or surface properties. A number of studies have dealt with the influence of these different factors.43–49

The size and shape of the nanoparticles can be tailored with relative success by adjusting pH, ionic strength, temperature, nature of the salts (perchlorates, chlorides, sulfates, and nitrates), or the FeII/FeIII concentration ratio. Particles with size ranging from 2 to 17 nm can be thus obtained. The influence of different parameters (media composition, FeII/FeIII ratio, injection fluxes, iron and TMAOH concentration, temperature, and oxygen) on magnetic properties and size has been studied in a basic coprecipitation process.9

The addition of chelating organic anions (carboxylate or \(\alpha\) hydroxy carboxylate ions, such as citric, gluconic, or oleic acid) or polymer surface complexing agents (dextran, carboxymethylxanthan, starch, or polyvinyl alcohol) during the formation of magnetite can help to control the size of the nanoparticles. This aspect will be analyzed in the section dedicated to the stabilization by polymers. According to the molar ratio between the organic ion and the iron salts, the chelation of these organic ions on the iron oxide surface can either prevent nucleation and then lead to larger particles or inhibit the growth of the crystal nuclei, leading to small nanoparticles.

The Massart process describes the coprecipitation without molecules for stabilization. The syntheses in the presence of those kinds of molecules will be developed afterward.

The first controlled preparation of superparamagnetic iron oxide particles using alkaline precipitation of FeCl3 and FeCl2 was performed by Massart.50 In the original synthesis, magnetite (Fe3O4) particles were roughly spherical, and their diameter measured by XRD was 8 nm.51 The parameters of this process were carefully studied to demonstrate the influence of the base (ammonia, CH3NH2, and NaOH)\(^{46,51}\) of the pH value, of added cations \([\text{N}(\text{CH}3)4]^+, \text{CH}3\text{NH}_2^+, \text{Na}^+, \text{Li}^+, \text{K}^+, \text{and NH}_4^+\) and the FeII/FeIII ratio on the yield of the coprecipitation reaction and the diameter and polydispersity of the nanoparticles. When all of these parameters are modulated, it is possible to obtain particles with a size ranging from 16.6 to 4.2 nm.51 Other studies have demonstrated that the modulation of acidity and ionic strength enables the tailoring of the particle size in the range of 2–15 nm. The shape variation is related to the variation of the electrostatic surface density of the nanoparticles.52–54 The particles can be dispersed in either aqueous media or nonpolar liquids, such as oil or organic solvents, allowing for the preparation of magnetic emulsion, capsules, and vesicles.55–57 The process engineered by Massart50 for rapid synthesis of homogeneous \(\gamma\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3\) nanoparticles allowed for coating by a wide range of monomeric species, such as amino acids, \(\alpha\)-hydroxyacids (citric, tartaric, and gluconic acids),59 hydroxamate (arginine hydroxamate),60 dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA),61,62 or phosphoryl choline.63 Conductimetric measurements and adsorption isotherm curves showed that DMSA is oxidized during the coating process in tetrameric polysulfide chains [DMSAox4], which are absorbed through the carboxylate moiety on the particles after alkalinization and neutralization to obtain stable particles at pH 7.61,62

Adding increasing amounts of citrate ions in the Massart process allows for a decrease in the diameter of citrate-coated nanoparticles from 8 to 3 nm. The effect of citrate can be rationalized by two processes: the chelation of citrate with iron ions prevents nucleation, and the adsorption of citrate on the nuclei produces hydrolysis, inhibiting the growth of the nuclei.64

Size selection is a process where an electrolyte solution or a nonsolvent is added to a stable colloid solution to disrupt it, causing larger particles to precipitate and leaving smaller and nearly monodisperse particles in the supernatant. Through such a process of size selection using NaCl as an extra electrolyte, the size distribution of the 7 nm citrate nanoparticles obtained by the Massart process can be reduced.65,66 This size-sorting process was also reported on cationic Massart nanoparticles using nitric acid as an electrolyte and allowed to fractionate the particle size distribution with a very good yield.67 Jolivet et al.68 have studied the influence of the FeII/FeIII ratio on the composition, size, morphology, and magnetic properties of coprecipitated nanoscale particles. Small values of the \(x = \text{Fe}^{2+}/\text{Fe}^{3+}\) ratio are known to lead to goethite formation. For \(x = 0.3\), two distinct phases are coexisting: one that is likely to be an oxyhydroxyde and is made of 4 nm sized particles with a low FeII content (\(\text{Fe}^{2+}/\text{Fe}^{3+}\) about 0.07) and the other that is a nonstoichiometric magnetite and consists of larger particles having a variable size and a composition FeII/FeIII around 0.33. For \(x = 0.35\), the latter phase is the only constituent and its FeII/FeIII ratio is equal to \(x\). For \(x = 0.5\) corresponding to
magnetite stoichiometry, particles are found to be homoge-
neous in size and composition.69

Babes et al.9 have also studied the influence of different
parameters, including the iron media and the iron concen-
tration. In their setup, the most important factor is the Fe2+/Fe3+
+ molar ratio. The mean size increased with the Fe2+/Fe3+
+ ratio, whereas the preparation yield decreased. These
results are corroborated by literature data.51,69,70 Only
particles synthesized with ratios between 0.4 and 0.6 are
effective enough to be used as contrast agents.

The second most important factor influencing the synthesis
is the iron concentration. The evolution of this factor is
similar to that of the Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio, with an optimum
between 39 and 78 mM.

The particle mean size of magnetite is strongly dependent
upon the acidity and the ionic strength of the precipitation
medium.71–73 The higher the pH and ionic strength, the
smaller the particle size and size distribution width will be,
because these parameters determine the chemical composi-
tion of the crystal surface and consequently the electrostatic
surface charge of the particles.17

Qiu et al. investigated the dependence of the ionic strength
of the reaction solution on the formation of magnetite.74 The
magnetite prepared with the addition of 1 M NaCl aqueous
solution created iron oxide nanoparticles 1.5 nm smaller than
those formed without its presence. In addition, these smaller
nanoparticles formed in the higher ionic strength solutions
display lower saturation magnetization (63 emu/g) than those
prepared in NaCl-free solutions (71 emu/g). The lower
magnetization was attributed to the decrease in size of the
particle when prepared in the higher ionic strength media.

Some other factors have an influence on the size of the
nanoparticles. For example, an increase of the mixing rate
tends to decrease the particle size. In the same way, a
decrease of the size as well as the polydispersity is observed
when the base is added to the reactives as compared to the
opposite process.51 On the contrary, injection flux rates do
not seem to have a preponderant influence on the nanoparticle
synthesis.9

Several researchers report the use of an elevated reaction
temperature and suggest its significance in optimal crystal
formation.75 The different studies show that the formation
of magnetite particles decreases with an increase in the
temperature.40,55 The investigations support the theory of
nucleation and growth of the particles.

Bubbling nitrogen gas through the solution not only protects
against critical oxidation of the magnetite but also
reduces the particle size when compared to methods without
oxygen removal.76,77

Magnetite nanoparticles, prepared by coprecipitation of
Fe2+ and Fe3+ with NH2OH, can be stabilized with silica to
form well-dispersed magnetic silica nanospheres. An advan-
tage of silica coating is the established surface chemistry
for silica surface modification. The hydroxyl surface groups
can be chemically modified to afford different bioconjugation
groups, such as amine and carboxylate. The size of the
particles can be controlled by changing the SiO2/Fe3O4 ratio.
Aminosilane has been covalently coupled to the surface of
the magnetic silica nanoparticles and activated by glutaral-
dehyde to immobilize BSA.78,79

2.2. Reactions in Constrained Environments

Given that the particles obtained with the coprecipitation
method have a broad size distribution, numerous other
methods are currently being developed to produce nanopar-
icles with more uniform dimensions. Several attempts to
form iron oxide nanoparticles of well-defined size using
synthetic and biological nanoreactors have been reported.
The constrained environments include amphoteric surfactants
to create water-swollen reversed micellar structures in
nonpolar solvents,80–86 apoferritin protein cages,87–90 den-
trimers,91 cyclodextrins,92,93 and phospholipid membranes
that form vesicles with iron oxide nanoparticles serving as
solid supports.94,95

Carboxylated PAMAM dendrimers (generation 4.5) have
been used as a stabilizing iron oxide coating.91,96 Oxidation of
FeII at a slightly elevated pH and temperature has resulted in
the formation of water-soluble magnetodendrimers (nano-
composite of iron oxide and dendrimer), with an overall TEM
diameter of 8 nm and a hydrodynamic diameter of 20–30
nm. The basic hydrolysis of Fe2+ ions in the presence of the
water-soluble γ cyclodextrin allows for the acquisition of
nanoparticles with a small diameter of 1.8 nm.92 Ferritin
can be demineralized affording apoferritin with an 8 nm
internal cavity, which is used as a nanoreactor to slowly
oxide ferrous salts with air to provide spherical magneto-
ferritin encapsulating iron oxide nanoparticles of 6 nm in
diameter.87

Surfactant molecules may spontaneously form nanodro-
plets of different sizes, micelles (1–10 nm) or water-in-oil
emulsions (10–100 nm).96 In these nanodroplet technologies,
aqueous iron salt solutions are encapsulated by a surfactant
coating that separates them from a surrounding organic
solution. Consequently, this system can impose kinetic and
thermodynamic constraints on particle formation, such as a
nanoreactor. The surfactant-stabilized nanoreactor provides a
confinement that limits particle nucleation and growth. The
main advantage of the reverse micelle or emulsion technol-
yogy is the diversity of nanoparticles that can be obtained by
varying the nature and amount of surfactant and cosurfactant,
the oil phase, or the reacting conditions.

The first magnetic nanoparticles formed in micelles were
produced by oxidation of Fe2+ salts in γFe2O3 and Fe3O4.98 The
size of the magnetite particle can be controlled by the
temperature and the surfactant concentration. Variations in the
temperature and concentration of iron dodecyl sulfate
Fe(DS)2 micelles allow for the acquisition of particles of
diameters ranging from 3.7 to 116 nm.99 The inexpensive
large-scale synthesis of uniform and highly crystalline
magnete nanoparticles using the reverse micelles technology
at high temperature has been recently described by Lee.100
In this work, the particle size could be adjusted from 2 to
10 nm by varying the relative proportion of the iron salts,
the surfactant, and the solvent.

The water-in-oil emulsions are currently being used to
synthesize superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles101–103
with a narrow size range and uniform physical properties
because of the ability to control the size and shape of
the nanoparticles.104 This system is formed by well-defined
nanodroplets of the aqueous phase, dispersed by the assembly
of surfactant molecules in a continuous hydrocarbon
phase.105 The main advantage of using this type of emulsion
system is that the size of the nanoparticles can be controlled
by modulating the size of the aqueous droplets core.106
Indeed, using variable reaction temperatures results in
magnetites with diameters of 3–12 nm. The metal and base
concentrations can also be used to vary the nanoparticle
size.107
Salazar-Alvarez\textsuperscript{108} has reported the synthesis of iron oxide nanoparticles by the use of reverse emulsions. The nanoemulsion system consisted of AOT-BuOH/H\textsubscript{2}O, with a surfactant/water molar ratio of 2.85 and a surfactant/cosurfactant molar ratio of 1. A sequential synthetic procedure was used to prepare the nanoparticles. One nanoemulsion containing the iron source and another containing a solution of sodium hydroxide were mixed to form the magnetite nanoparticles. The nanoemulsion was lysed with acetone to remove the particles from the surfactant and washed several times with ethanol. The colloidal nanoparticles exhibit superparamagnetic behavior with high magnetization values.

The oil and water phases often contain several dissolved components, and therefore, the selection of the surfactant (and cosurfactant) depends upon the physicochemical characteristics of the system. Several types of surfactants, such as cationic, anionic, or non-ionic, can be used. The literature often reports the use of sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfo succinate (AOT)\textsuperscript{80–82,85,86} cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)\textsuperscript{81} or sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS)\textsuperscript{109} as surfactants. Unfortunately, the ionic surfactants functional group in the hydrated core seems to limit the capability of forming highly crystalline magnetite nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{110,111} The use of non-ionic surfactants, such as polyethoxylates\textsuperscript{112} (Triton X-100, Igepal CO-520, and Brij-97), avoids the complication of the presence of a complexing functional species and offers great future potential.\textsuperscript{83,84}

Vidal-Vidal et al. presents a one-pot emulsion method to produce both coated and uncoated monodisperse magnetic nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{113} A water-in-oil emulsion (cyclohexane/Brij-97/aqueous phase)\textsuperscript{114} was chosen because it is stable at moderate temperatures and uses a non-ionic surfactant. The nanoparticles are formed by the coprecipitation reaction of ferrous and ferric salts with two organic bases, cyclohexylamine and oleylamine, into a water-in-oil emulsion. The results show that oleylamine acts as a precipitating and capping agent. However, cyclohexylamine acts only as a precipitating agent and does not avoid particle aggregation. The spherical-shaped particles, capped with a monolayer coating of oleylamine, show a narrow size distribution of 3.5 ± 0.6 nm, are well-crystallized, and have high saturation magnetization values.

Recently, Jia et al.\textsuperscript{115} proposed a new method to prepare \textit{in situ} magnetic chitosan/Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} composite nanoparticles in microreactors of tiny water pools of water-in-oil emulsion. When the basic solution of NaOH was added into the emulsion containing chitosan and ferrous salt, the magnetic Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} and chitosan nanoparticles were precipitated from the system. The magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles were surrounded by the chitosan nanoparticles. The size of the magnetic chitosan nanoparticles ranged from 10 to 80 nm with a different molecular weight of chitosan. The saturated magnetization of composite nanoparticles could reach 11.15 emu/g. The magnetization of composite particles can be adjusted by changing the weight ratio of chitosan and Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}.

Another coating approach that has been proposed consists of encapsulating iron oxide nanoparticles in liposomes to obtain magnetoliposomes. Two kinds of magnetoliposomes are described in the literature: small liposomes consisting of nanoparticles stabilized by a phospholipid bilayer without internal aqueous component (lipoparticles) or phospholipidic vesicles encapsulating iron oxide in an aqueous compartment (magnetovesicles). Different processes have been proposed to obtain lipoparticles. De Cuyper et al. developed a process to synthesize magnetoliposomes containing 1–6 crystals per vesicle\textsuperscript{116,117} by dialysis of single unilamellar vesicles (SVUs) in the presence of a nanoparticle coated by lauric acid. In this process, the surfactant molecules (lauric acid) are exchanged with the phospholipid molecules and, consequently, the rate of dialysis is crucial. These magnetoliposomes were pegylated to prolong their blood half-life.\textsuperscript{118} Variants of this process have been described using another surfactant (oleic acid) or a different phospholipid composition.\textsuperscript{119–123} Magnetovesicles can be obtained by lipidic film hydration followed by extrusion\textsuperscript{124} or sonication,\textsuperscript{125} inverse phase evaporation,\textsuperscript{126} congelation/decongelation,\textsuperscript{127} or nanoreactor synthesis. Magnetovesicles (25 nm in TEM diameter) were prepared directly using the phospholipid vesicle encapsulating Fe\textsuperscript{III} ions as nanoreactors. The slow diffusion of hydroxide ions inside the vesicles causes the formation of magnetic nanoparticles. The magnetoliposomes are separated from free liposomes by application of a high magnetic field gradient.\textsuperscript{126} A similar process was also used by Mann.\textsuperscript{129} Three purification methods can be employed: centrifugation, magnetic sorting, or gel-exclusion chromatography (GEC). Lesieur et al. have recently described an efficient GEC purification of monodisperse magnetovesicles (195 nm) that avoids dilution of the dispersion and ensures high magnetoliposome purity.\textsuperscript{130}

Superparamagnetic iron oxides were introduced in solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) obtained from warm oil-in-water emulsions dispersed in cold water.\textsuperscript{131} According to the process used for incorporation, magnetic SLNs of 233 or 159 nm were obtained with different loading in iron.

In 1998, a novel kind of microcontainer was introduced.\textsuperscript{132} The particles were synthesized in a polyelectrolyte capsule with a wall made of polyelectrolyte multilayers of poly(styrene sulfonate) and poly(allylamine hydrochloride). The presence of polycations in the capsules maintains a pH gradient across the capsule wall. Fe\textsuperscript{III} ions in solution go through the capsule walls and precipitate inside, forming iron oxide nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{133–135}

Complexing agents are also frequently used, but they mostly act on the morphology of the particles.\textsuperscript{136} A new source of magnetic nanoparticles is provided by biominalization. Bacterial magnetic magnetosomes were obtained from cells of the magnetic bacterium \textit{Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense}. Bacteria were cultured in a medium containing 50 \textmu M ferric citrate, and cells were disrupted in a French press to obtain magnetoliposomes with a narrow size distribution (mean diameter of 42 ± 9 nm).\textsuperscript{137}

2.3. Hydrothermal and High-Temperature Reactions

Hydrothermal syntheses of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} nanoparticles and Ultrafine powders have been reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{138–145} These reactions are performed in aqueous media in reactors or autoclaves where the pressure can be higher than 2000 psi and the temperature can be above 200 °C.

There are two main routes for the formation of ferrites via hydrothermal conditions: hydrolysis and oxidation or neutralization of mixed metal hydroxides. These two reactions are very similar, except that ferrous salts are used in the first method.\textsuperscript{16}

In this process, the reaction conditions, such as solvent, temperature, and time, usually have important effects on the products.\textsuperscript{146} Indeed, it was observed that the particle size of
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Fe₃O₄ powders increased with a prolonged reaction time and that higher water content resulted in the precipitation of larger Fe₃O₄ particles. In the hydrothermal process, the particle size in crystallization is controlled mainly through the rate processes of nucleation and grain growth, which compete for the species. Their rates depend upon the reaction temperature, with other conditions held constant.¹⁴⁶ Nucleation might be faster than grain growth at higher temperatures and results in a decrease in particle size. On the other hand, prolonging the reaction time would favor grain growth. Ferromagnetic Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles with a diameter of 27 nm have been prepared by a hydrothermal route in the presence of a surfactant, sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate (AOT).¹⁴⁷

Nanoparticles with a high level of monodispersity and size control can be obtained by high-temperature decomposition of iron organic precursors, such as Fe(Cup)₃, Fe(CO)₅, or Fe(acac)₃, using organic solvents and surfactants. For example, iron oleate can be formed from decomposition of iron carbonyl in the presence of octyl ether and oleic acid at 100 °C. Cooled to room temperature, (CH₃)₂NO is added and the solution is refluxed.¹³⁸ Highly crystalline and monodisperse maghemite crystals were obtained at 100 °C by thermal decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl in the presence of oleic acid and then aging at 300 °C the iron oleic complex. This two-step process allowed for the production of selected particles sizes from 4 to 16 nm.¹⁴⁵

The reviews of Tartaj and Sata present in detail this chemistry.¹⁷¹,¹⁴⁸ The size and morphology of the nanoparticles can be controlled by controlling the reaction times and the temperature but also the concentration and ratios of the reactants, nature of the solvent, precursors, complexing strength, and addition of seeds. The adsorption of a surfactant onto the surface of the iron nanoparticle stabilizes the colloid solution. However, this type of process must be improved to be suitable for industrial preparation, especially in terms of safety of the reactant and the high temperature required.

Hydrophobic magnetite particles with a narrow size distribution have been prepared by thermal decomposition of Fe(CO)₅ in octyl ether solution of oleic acid and consecutive aeration. The nanoparticles were converted into a magnetite core/silica shell with hydrophilic and processible aminopropyl groups on their surfaces.¹⁴⁹

Sun et al. have described a high-temperature reaction of iron(III) acetylacetone with 1,2-hexadecanediol in the presence of oleic acid and oleylamine to obtain monodisperse magnetite nanoparticles. The particle diameter can be tuned from 4 to 20 nm, and the hydrophobic particles can be transformed into hydrophilic ones by adding a bipolar surfactant.¹⁵⁰

The thermal decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl and iron oleate at different temperatures affords monodisperse nanoparticles ranging from 4 to 11 nm, dispersible in organic solvent.¹⁵¹

The use of nontoxic iron chloride salts as a precursor has been proposed by different groups.¹⁵²,¹⁵³ The nanoparticles obtained are dispersible in different organic solvents (hexane and toluene) but probably not in water, and sophisticated postpreparative methods are required to make these nanocrystals water-soluble. Work is ongoing to overcome the required suspension in organic solvents. Li et al. have recently described a synthesis of water-dispersible magnetite in acidic or basic media by thermal decomposition of Fe(acac)₃¹⁵⁴–¹⁵⁷ or inexpensive FeCl₃¹⁵⁶ in refluxing 2-pyrrolidone. 2-Pyrrolidone is a high boiling solvent but also a stabilizer because of its coordination capacity with metal ions. Moreover, the thermal decomposition of 2-pyrrolidone generates CO and azetidine. It is postulated that azetidine probably catalyzes the hydrolysis of FeCl₃ in ferric hydroxide FeOOH. FeOOH is then reduced by CO issued from the decomposition of 2-pyrrolidone. According to the reflux time, the size can be controlled to obtain nanoparticles with diameters of 4, 12, and 60 nm.¹⁵⁶ Interestingly, the nanoparticles change their shape from spherical to cubic with an increasing reflux time. With the same experimental procedure but with monocarboxyl-terminated poly(ethylene glycol)¹⁵⁸ or α,ω-dicarboxyl-terminated poly(ethylene glycol)¹⁵⁹ as a surface-capping agent, water-soluble PEG-coated nanoparticles were obtained. Recently, magnetite nanocrystals synthesized from thermal decomposition of Fe(acac)₃ in high boiling organic solvent with a controlled size of 4, 6, 9, and 12 nm and high monodispersity were coated by 2,3-dimercaptoposuccinic acid (DMSA) in a procedure of ligand exchange to disperse the colloid in water. The obtained DMSA nanocrystals are fairly stable in water and phosphate-buffered saline without aggregation.¹⁶⁰

### 2.4. Sol–Gel Reactions

The sol–gel process is a suitable wet route to the synthesis of nanostructured metal oxides.¹⁶¹–¹⁶³ This process is based on the hydrolyzation and condensation of molecular precursors in solution, originating a “sol” of nanometric particles. Further condensation and inorganic polymerization lead to a three-dimensional metal oxide network denominated wet gel. Because these reactions are performed at room temperature, further heat treatments are needed to acquire the final crystalline state.¹⁶⁴,¹⁶⁵ From the literature, it is clear that the properties of a gel are very dependent upon the structure created during the sol stage of the sol–gel process.

The main parameters that influence the kinetics, growth reactions, hydrolysis, condensation reactions, and consequently, the structure and properties of the gel are solvent, temperature, nature, concentration of the salt precursors employed, pH, and agitation.¹⁶⁶–¹⁶⁹

For example, it has been reported that γ-Fe₂O₃ nanoparticles in a size range between 6 and 15 nm can be obtained after a direct heat treatment of the gels at a temperature of 400 °C.¹⁷⁰ This method offers some advantages, such as: (i) the possibility to obtain materials with a predetermined structure according to experimental conditions, (ii) the possibility to obtain pure amorphous phases, monodispersity, and good control of the particle size, (iii) the control of the microstructure and the homogeneity of the reaction products, and (iv) the possibility to embed molecules, which maintain their stability and properties within the sol–gel matrix. From the sol–gel method, γ-Fe₂O₃ nanoparticles can be embedded in an inert, inorganic, transparent, and temperature-resistant silica matrix.¹⁷²–¹⁷⁴

Solinas et al.¹⁷⁵ have formed Fe₂O₃–SiO₂ nanocomposites with a Fe/Si molar concentration ranging between 0.25 and 0.57 by the sol–gel route. In this work, the influence of two factors on the gelation process was investigated: the surface of evaporation/volume (S/V) ratio of the sol and the temperature. This study shows that the gelation process determines the size and the phase of the nanoparticles formed in the silica matrix. First, when a high S/V ratio is adopted in the gelation process, very small particles of iron oxide are formed in the nanocomposite because of the microporos-
ity of the silica process. On the contrary, the sols gelated with a lower S/V ratio give rise to large iron oxide particles. Second, low S/V values and high temperatures in the gelation process favor the occurrence of $\gamma$Fe$_2$O$_3$, while high S/V values and low temperatures give rise to the formation of $\alpha$Fe$_2$O$_3$.

Raileanu et al.\textsuperscript{176} have prepared sol–gel nanocomposite materials (Fe$_3$O$_4$, SiO$_2$) using alkoxide and aqueous routes. Different precursors of silica (tetramethoxysilane, methyltriethoxysilane, colloidal silica solution, etc.) were used to compare the structure and properties of obtained nanoparticles. The structural and morphological results obtained by XRD, IR spectroscopy, and TEM were correlated with the magnetic interactions investigated versus the temperature by Mossbauer spectroscopy.

### 2.5. Polyol Methods

The polyol process,\textsuperscript{177} which can also be understood as a sol–gel method, is a versatile chemical approach for the synthesis of nano- and microparticles with well-defined shapes and controlled sizes.\textsuperscript{178–211}

The solvents as polyols (for example, polyethyleneglycol) offer interesting properties: owing to their high dielectric constants, they act as solvents able to dissolve inorganic compounds, and owing to their relatively high boiling points, they offer a wide operating-temperature range (from 25 °C to boiling point) for preparing inorganic compounds.\textsuperscript{212} Polyols also serve as reducing agents as well as stabilizers to control particle growth and prevent interparticle aggregation.

In this process, a precursor compound is suspended in a liquid polyol. The suspension is stirred and heated to a given temperature that can reach the boiling point of the polyol. During this reaction, the metal precursor becomes solubilized in the diol, forms an intermediate, and is then reduced to form metal nuclei that will then nucleate and form metal particles. Submicrometer-sized particles can be synthesized by increasing the reaction temperature or inducing heterogeneous nucleation via adding foreign nuclei or forming foreign nuclei in situ.\textsuperscript{213} The latter method is more convenient because the increase of the temperature leads to a more important thermal degradation of the polyol. Furthermore, heterogeneous nucleation allows, to some extent, for control of the particle size in the submicrometer range.\textsuperscript{104}

Recently, Cai and Wan\textsuperscript{214} developed an easy method to directly produce non-aggregated magnetite nanoparticles using a modified polyol process. Four types of polyols, including ethylene glycol (EG), diethylene glycol (DEG), triethylene glycol (TREG), and tetraethylene glycol (TEG), were directly reacted with Fe(acac)$_3$ at an elevated temperature. Only the reaction with TREG yielded non-agglomerated magnetite particles with uniform shape and narrow size distribution. This result is correlated with the appropriate number of coordinating groups available on the polyol solvent molecules\textsuperscript{215} and the suitable reaction temperature. The presence of polyol ligands on the surface of the magnetite nanoparticles is confirmed by TGA measurement and FTIR analysis.

Joseyphus et al.\textsuperscript{216} have studied the influence of the nature of the polyol on the production and the morphological characteristics of Fe particles. Several factors governing the production yield of Fe particles were evaluated: type of polyols, ferrous salts, ferrous ion concentration, hydroxyl ion concentration, and reaction temperature. The yield and size of Fe particles varied depending upon the reduction potential of the polyols.

In comparison to the aqueous method, this approach presents several advantages.\textsuperscript{217} First, the surface of the prepared magnetite nanoparticles is coated by hydrophilic polyol ligands \textit{in situ}; therefore, the nanoparticles can be easily dispersed in aqueous media and other polar solvents. Second, the relatively higher reaction temperature of this system favors particles with a higher crystallinity and therefore a higher magnetization. Finally, the size distribution of the nanoparticles is much narrower than those particles produced by traditional methods.

### 2.6. Flow Injection Syntheses

Reaction zone confinement in different “matrixes”, such as emulsions, etc., has been used to produce particles with narrow size distributions and, in some cases, to tailor the particle morphology. However, a specific design of the reactor can serve as an alternative to the “matrix” confinement.

Alvarez et al.\textsuperscript{23} have developed a novel synthesis of magnetite nanoparticles based on a flow injection synthesis (FIS) technique. The technique consisted of continuous or segmented mixing of reagents under laminar flow regime in a capillary reactor.

The FIS technique has some advantages, such as a high reproducibility because of the plug-flow and laminar conditions, a high mixing homogeneity, and an opportunity for a precise external control of the process. The influence of chemical parameters and conditions on the properties of the material was investigated. The obtained magnetite nanoparticles had a narrow size distribution in the range of 2–7 nm.

### 2.7. Electrochemical Methods

On the basis of an electrochemical method developed by Reetz,\textsuperscript{218} Pascal et al.\textsuperscript{219} have prepared 3–8 nm maghemite particles from an iron electrode in an aqueous solution of DMF and cationic surfactants. Adjustment of the current density controls the particle size. Electrochemical deposition under oxidizing conditions has been used to prepare nanoparticles of Fe$_2$O$_3$ and Fe$_3$O$_4$.\textsuperscript{220}

### 2.8. Aerosol/Vapor Methods

Aerosol technologies, such as spray and laser pyrolysis, are attractive because these technologies are continuous chemical processes allowing for high rate production. In spray pyrolysis, a solution of ferric salts and a reducing agent in organic solvent is sprayed into a series of reactors, where the aerosol solute condenses and the solvent evaporates.\textsuperscript{221} The resulting dried residue consists of particles whose size depends upon the initial size of the original droplets. Maghemite particles with size ranging from 5 to 60 nm with different shapes have been obtained using different iron precursor salts in alcoholic solution.\textsuperscript{222}

Laser pyrolysis can be used to reduce the reaction volume. Laser heats a gaseous mixture of iron precursor and a flowing mixture of gas producing small, narrow size, and non-aggregated nanoparticles. When the pyrolysis experimental conditions are adjusted, the crystal size of maghemite nanoparticles is varied in the range from 2 to 7 nm with a very narrow size distribution. Laser pyrolysis as a tool for the gas-phase synthesis of nanoparticles is illustrated with recent results obtained in the preparation of iron-based
nanostructures, where sensitized iron-pentacarbonyl-based mixtures and ethylene as an energy-transfer agent are employed with air as an oxidant.223–226

The relationship between the main process conditions and the product characteristics is stressed. Iron–carbon core–shell nanoparticles with low mean size (about 4–5 nm) and modified morphologies are obtained by an increase of ethylene flow. In the case of γ-iron oxide nanopowder synthesis, low carbon contamination by ethylene depletion at an increased system pressure is observed.

Julian-Lopez et al. have reported the synthesis and characterization of hybrid silica-spinel iron oxide composite microspheres built with superparamagnetic nanoparticles for MRI, hyperthermia, and a hybrid mesoporous matrix, enabling the transport of bioactive molecules. These multifunctional platforms can be obtained by spray drying a sol of tunable composition, allowing for the control of the size and amount of magnetic particles embedded in the matrix.227

2.9. Sonolysis

Iron oxide can be prepared by the decomposition (by thermolysis or sonolysis) of organometallic precursors. Polymers, organic capping agents, or structural hosts are used to limit the nanoparticle growth.228–239 The very high temperature hot spot generated by the rapid collapse of sonically generated cavities allows for the conversion of ferrous salts into magnetic nanoparticles. The sonolysis of an aqueous solution of Fe(CO)5 in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate leads to the formation of a stable hydrosol of amorphous Fe3O4 nanoparticles.240

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIO) having high magnetization and crystallinity have been synthesized using a sonochemical method.241 Ferrofluids from these nanoparticles coated with oleic acid as a surfactant were prepared. The coated SPIO could be easily dispersed in chitosan. The hydrodynamic diameter of the coated SPIO in the chitosan solution was estimated to be 65 nm, and they had a good stability.

Nanostructured particles have been produced by sonochemical treatment of volatile organometallic precursors.242–260 If stabilizers or polymers are added during sonication or postsonication, metal colloids are produced. Gedanken et al. have used sonochemical ways to prepare nanoparticles of Fe3O4 and Fe2O3.247,248,255 Oxide formation was also observed if the sonication was performed in aqueous solution and with noncarbonyl precursors.256–259

3. Stabilization of Magnetic Particles

The stabilization of the iron oxide particles is crucial to obtain magnetic colloidal ferrofluids that are stable against aggregation in both a biological medium and a magnetic field. The stability of a magnetic colloidal suspension results from the equilibrium between attractive and repulsive forces. Theoretically, four kinds of forces can contribute to the interparticle potential in the system. van der Waals forces induce short-range isotropic attractions. The electrostatic repulsive forces can be partially screened by adding salt to the suspension. The theoretical description of these two forces is known as the Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) theory.260,261 For magnetic suspensions, magnetic dipolar forces between two particles must be added. These forces induce anisotropic interactions, which are found to be globally attractive if the anisotropic interparticle potential is integrated over all directions. Finally, steric repulsion forces have to be taken into account for non-naked particles.262

Stabilization of magnetic particles can be achieved by playing on one or both of the two repulsive forces: electrostatic and steric repulsion269 (Figure 1).

Controlling the strength of these forces is a key parameter to elaborate particles with good stability. The steric force is difficult to predict and quantify. It is quite well-described theoretically for polymers. It depends, among other parameters, upon the molecular weight of the polymer and its density.263,264 The electrostatic repulsion can be followed through the knowledge of the diffusion potential that may be very close to the zeta potential (ζ)265,266 and the Debye–Hückel length that mainly depends upon the ionic strength and pH of the solution.

A way to test electrostatic stability is to follow the aggregation kinetics of colloidal suspensions by varying the salt concentration. This can be achieved through the stability factor (W) that measures the effectiveness of the potential barrier in preventing the particles from aggregation. W is defined as the ratio of the number of collisions between particles and the number of collisions resulting in aggregation. It can therefore be expressed as 

\[ W = k_{\text{fast}}/k \]

where \( k_{\text{fast}} \) is the rate constant describing rapid aggregation (every collision leads to an aggregation) and \( k \) is the aggregation rate constant at the salt concentration used. This stability factor can be achieved through light scattering (static or dynamic) or turbidimetric measurements.267–273 The stability factor as a function of added salt gives access to the critical concentration of coagulation. At this concentration, the double electrostatic layer is entirely suppressed and \( k = k_{\text{fast}} \) becomes independent of the salt concentration.

In iron oxide, the surface iron atoms act as Lewis acids and coordinate with molecules that donate lone-pair electrons. Therefore, in aqueous solutions, the Fe atoms coordinate with water, which dissociates readily to leave the iron oxide surface hydroxyl functionalized. These hydroxyl groups are amphoteric and may react with acids or bases.274 Dependent upon the pH of the solution, the surface of the magnetite will be positive or negative. The isoelectric point is observed at pH 6.8.275 Around this point [point of zero charge (PZC)], the surface charge density (Σ) is too small and the particles are no longer stable in water and flocculate. Playing on both electrostatic and steric stabilization is then necessary to obtain stable iron oxide nanoparticles.

3.1. Monomeric Stabilizers

Functional groups, including carboxylates, phosphates, and sulfates, are known to bind to the surface of magnetites.276,277 Furthermore, this stabilization can be tailored for dispersibility into oil/hydrocarbon carrier fluids or aqueous media.
3.1.1. Carboxylates

The surface of magnetite nanoparticles can be stabilized in an aqueous dispersion by the adsorption of citric acid.\(^{278}\) This acid may be adsorbed on the surface of the magnetite nanoparticles by coordinating via one or two of the carboxylate functionalities, depending upon steric necessity and the curvature of the surface. This leaves at least one carboxylic acid group exposed to the solvent, which should be responsible for making the surface negatively charged and hydrophilic.

VSOP C184 is an iron oxide particle under clinical investigation stabilized by monomeric coating (citric acid). Optimization of the coprecipitation process in the presence of excess of citrate ions leading to VSOP C184 has led to a particle characterized by an iron core diameter of 4 nm and a hydrodynamic diameter of 8.6 nm.\(^{279,280}\) Carboxylates have important effects on the growth of iron oxide nanoparticles and their magnetic properties. Bee et al. have investigated the effect of the concentration of citrate ions on the size of maghemite particles.\(^{281}\) Krishnamurti and Huang have studied the importance of carboxylate ions on the growth of iron oxide nanoparticles similar results.\(^{282,283–285}\) Other coating molecules, such as gluconic acid,\(^{59}\) dimercaptosuccinic acid,\(^{61}\) and phosphoryl-phosphonates.\(^{59}\) Other studies on the influence of carboxylate ions show crystallinity of the iron oxides formed. Moreover, the presence of citrate led to changes in the surface geometry. Other studies on the influence of carboxylate ions show similar results.\(^{50,283–285}\) Other coating molecules, such as gluconic acid,\(^{59}\) dimercaptosuccinic acid,\(^{61}\) and phosphoryl-choline,\(^{286,287}\) can be used for the stabilization of iron oxide in aqueous medium. The stability range is strongly dependent upon pH and the concentration of adsorbed acids or phosphonates.

Cousin et al.,\(^{288–290}\) Cabuil,\(^{291}\) and Dubois et al.\(^{292}\) report on the existence of phase diagrams (osmotic pressure as a function of the particle volume fraction) in citrate-coated particle suspensions. The behavior of these particles is explored by varying the ionic strength, volume fraction, or osmotic pressure. The structure of the colloidal suspension is determined from small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements. They demonstrate that the nature of the phase diagram is controlled by the ratio of attractive/repulsive interactions, as predicted for colloidal suspensions. If the repulsion dominates, only fluid—solid phases exist. If the attraction dominates, a phase diagram with gas, liquid, improves their chemical stability, and provides better protection against toxicity.\(^{320}\) This coating stabilizes the magnetite nanoparticles in two different ways.\(^{321}\) One is by shielding the magnetic dipole interaction with the silica shell. On the other hand, the silica nanoparticles are negatively charged. Therefore, the silica coating enhances the coulomb repulsion of the magnetic nanoparticles.

3.2. Inorganic Materials

Iron oxide nanoparticles can be coated with silica,\(^{302–306}\) gold,\(^{307–309}\) or gadolinium(III)\(^{310–312}\) These coatings not only provide stability to the nanoparticles in solution but also help in binding various biological ligands to the nanoparticle surface. These nanoparticles have an inner iron oxide core with an outer metallic shell of inorganic materials.

3.2.1. Silica

Silica has been exploited as a coating material for magnetic nanoparticles.\(^{313–319}\) Usually, an inert silica coating on the surface of magnetite nanoparticles prevents their aggregation in liquid, improves their chemical stability, and provides better protection against toxicity.\(^{320}\) This coating stabilizes the magnetite nanoparticles in two different ways.\(^{321}\) One is by shielding the magnetic dipole interaction with the silica shell. On the other hand, the silica nanoparticles are negatively charged. Therefore, the silica coating enhances the coulomb repulsion of the magnetic nanoparticles.

Ferumoxsil (AMI-121), has been tested in clinical trials by oral administration at 600–900 mL.\(^{322–324}\) This product is composed of iron oxide particles coated with a layer of inert silicon (I3-(2-amino-ethylamino)propyltrimethoxysilane) and a diameter of 300 nm. After oral administration, it significantly improves the definition of organ boundaries, such as the uterus and lymph nodes.

Three different approaches have been explored to generate magnetic silica nanoparticles. The first method relies on the well-known Stöber process, in which silica was formed in situ through the hydrolysis and condensation of a sol–gel precursor, such as tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS).\(^{325–330}\) For example, Im et al.\(^{330}\) have prepared silica colloids loaded with superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles using this form bidentate complexes with adjacent sites on the iron oxide surface. Sahoo et al.\(^{277}\) have reported the surface derivatization of magnetite by oleic acid, lauric acid, dodecylphosphonic acid, hexadecylphosphonic acid, and didecylphosphosphate. This study showed that alkyl phosphonates and phosphates could be used for obtaining thermodynamically stable dispersions of magnetic ferrite nanoparticles. The ligands seem to form a quasi-bilayer structure, with the primary layer strongly bound to the surface of the nanoparticles as shown from the temperature and enthalpy of desorption.

Recently, superparamagnetic nanosized magnetite particles have been prepared by controlled coprecipitation of Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\) in the presence of highly hydrophilic poly(vinylalcohol phosphate) (PVAP). The impact of the polymer concentration on the particle size, size distribution, colloidal stability, and magnetic property has been studied. The aqueous suspension of magnetite, prepared using 1% PVAP solution, is stable for 4 weeks at pH 5–8. Transmission electron microscopy confirmed well-dispersed cubic magnetite particles with a size of about 5.8 nm. A dynamic light scattering measurement showed a narrow distribution of hydrodynamic size. Infrared spectra of samples showed a strong Fe–O–P bond on the oxide surface.\(^{300}\)

The acceptable biocompatibility\(^{301}\) of phosphonate and phosphate ligands may advance toward the use of encapsulated magnetic nanoparticles in medical applications, such as magnetic resonance imaging, and other biophysical purposes.

3.1.2. Phosphates

Several researchers have studied the possibility of using alkanesulfonic and alkanephosphonic acid surfactants as efficient binding ligands on the surface of Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) nanoparticles and as stabilizers for particle dispersion in organic solvents.\(^{294–296}\) Yee et al.\(^{297}\) proposed two possible bonding schemes for the phosphate ions on Fe\(^{3+}\), i.e., one O or two O atoms of the phosphonate group binding onto the surface. Zeta potential and absorption measurements as well as IR spectroscopy\(^{298,299}\) have suggested that the phosphate ions provide stability to the nanoparticles in solution but also help in binding various biological ligands to the nanoparticle surface. These nanoparticles have an inner iron oxide core with an outer metallic shell of inorganic materials.
process. This study showed that the final size of silica colloids depends upon the concentration of iron oxide nanoparticles and the type of solvent because the size of silica is closely related to the number of seeds (emulsion drops). Larger colloids were obtained at lower concentrations of iron oxide nanoparticles and in alcohols with higher molecular weights.

The second method is based on the deposition of silica from silicic acid solution. Different studies have proven that the silicic acid method appears to be more efficient in covering a higher proportion of the magnetite surface than the TEOS method. This approach is very easy to perform, and the particle size can be controlled from tens to several hundred nanometers by changing the ratio of SiO\(_2\)/Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) or repeating the coating procedure.

The third method is an emulsion method, in which micelles or inverse micelles are used to confine and control the silica coating. This method might require a greater effort to separate the core-shell nanoparticles from the large amount of surfactants associated with the emulsion system.

For example, Yang et al. have used the emulsion method for the preparation of monodisperse silica-coated iron oxide superparamagnetic nanoparticles and the further entrapment of biological macromolecules in the pore of the nanoparticles.

Recently, Tartaj et al. have prepared submicron silica-coated magnetic sphere aerosols by the pyrolysis method.

One of the advantages of having a surface enriched in silica is the presence of surface silanol groups that can easily react with various coupling agents to covalently attach specific ligands to these magnetic particles. For example, amine groups have been introduced on the surface of silica-coated magnetite nanoparticles by hydrolysis and condensation of an organosilane, such as aminopropyltriethoxysilane, on the surface of magnetite nanoparticles. This is known as the silanization method.

### 3.2.2. Gold

Gold is another inorganic coating highly adequate to implement functionality to magnetic nanoparticles as well as to improve their stability in aqueous dispersions. Some protocols exist in the literature to obtain magnetic nanoparticles coated with gold. For example, Lin et al. have synthesized core-shell-structured Fe/Au nanoparticles by a reverse-micelle approach. The Au shell was expected to act as a protective layer and provide a more robust chemical functionalization. Water-soluble Au-coated magnetite nanoparticles with diameters of about 60 nm were synthesized by the reduction of Au(III) onto the surface via iterative hydroxylation.

Magnetic gold nanoshells have been described recently. Magnetite nanoparticles stabilized by oleic acid and 2-bromo-2-propionic acid and gold seed nanoparticles were covalently attached to amino-modified silica particles, and then, the growth of a complete gold shell provided superparamagnetic gold nanoshells.

### 3.3. Polymer Stabilizers

Several approaches have been developed to coat iron oxide nanoparticles, including in situ coatings and post-synthesis coatings. In the first approach, nanoparticles are coated during the synthesis. For example, Josephson et al. have developed a coprecipitation process in the presence of dextran. The post-synthesis coating method consists of grafting the polymer on the magnetic particles once synthesized (polymeric surfactants). In the literature, the most common coatings are dextran, carboxymethylated dextran, carboxy-functionalized styrene–divinylbenzene, polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), poloxamers, and polyoxamines.

#### 3.3.1. Dextran

Dextran is a polysaccharide polymer composed exclusively of α-D-glucopyranosyl units with varying degrees of chain length and branching. Dextran has been used often as a polymer coating mostly because of its biocompatibility. Molday and Mackenzie were the first who reported the formation of magnetite in the presence of dextran 40 000. In this study, the dextran was functionalized after iron oxide stabilization by oxidation with periodate to create more hydroxyl groups to allow for the binding of the amino groups of proteins. Ferumoxtran-10 and ferumoxides are prepared by the Molday coprecipitation method with in situ coating by dextran. The same process is used for ferucarbotran and feruvoxyl with in situ coating by carboxydxtran and carboxymethyl dextran, respectively. Ferumoxtran-10, which has a small hydrodynamic diameter (15–30 nm), and ferumoxytol (hydrodynamic diameter of 30 nm) show a prolonged blood residence time, which allows those USPIO to access macrophages located in deep and pathologic tissues (such as lymph nodes, kidney, brain, osteoarticular tissues, etc.).

The effect of reducing the terminal glucose of dextran upon the formation and stability of dextran-coated ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxides (USPIO) has demonstrated to be of significance for particle size, coating stability, and magnetic properties. For low-molecular-weight dextrans (MW < 10 kDa), reduction resulted in a 10-fold or greater decrease in the carbohydrate/iron ratio necessary during particle formation to produce the desired particle size (<20 nm) in the coprecipitation process. Particles prepared with reduced dextran yielded a more stable coating as evidenced by stability under autoclaving.

Pardoe et al. offered detailed magnetic and structural properties on iron oxide formed in the presence of dextran (40 000 g/mol). The results of the analysis suggested that the presence of the polymer limits the particle size compared to particles prepared without the polymer.

An important factor in the choice of dextran appears to be the favorable size of dextran chains, which enables optimum polar interactions (mainly chelation and hydrogen bonding) with iron oxide surfaces. Although single hydrogen bonds are relatively weak, the total bonding energy of hydrogen bonds over the length of a polysaccharide molecule can be very high because of the large number of hydroxyl groups per molecule. Jung has considered a model for polymer adsorption in which the interactions take place at different segments of the polymer. However, the dextran molecules can be desorbed from the iron oxide surface by heating at 120 °C or dilution. The usual way to avoid desorption of dextran is to use epichlorhydrin, that is, agents with cross-linking capacities.

Recently, Bautista et al. described dextran surface modification of pure superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles prepared by laser pyrolysis and the coprecipitation method. Physical characterization techniques were used to delineate the nature and the mechanism of dextran particulate adsorption. The favored mechanism of adsorption of dextran...
on the surface of maghemite nanoparticles prepared by laser pyrolysis seems to be the collective hydrogen bonding between dextran hydroxyl groups and the iron oxide particle surface.

Duguet et al. have used silane derivatives to functionalize iron oxide nanoparticles. These authors developed an original synthetic route to obtain versatile ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide (VUSPIO) in a multistep procedure consisting of colloidal maghemite synthesis, surface modification by silanation of the iron core with aminopropylsilane groups and conjugation with partially oxidized dextran, and subsequent reduction of the Schiff base.

3.3.2. Polyethylene Glycol (PEG)

PEG is a hydrophilic, water-soluble, biocompatible polymer. Several investigations have reported the use of PEG to increase the biocompatibility of the iron oxide dispersions and blood circulation times.

Feruglose (Clariscan) can be regarded as true “stealth nanoparticles”, because of the pegylation of the coating starch, that are hardly recognized by the macrophage—monocyte system and probably not suitable for macrophage imaging.

Recently, novel superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles coated with polymerized polyethylene glycolated bilayers were prepared. Various methods of coating were developed to prepare small (60–100 nm) and ultrasmall (20–35 nm) particles without size-separation processes. Kumagai et al. have reported a simple route to synthesize PEG-coated iron oxide nanoparticles by hydrolysis of FeCl3·6H2O in water and the subsequent treatment with poly(ethylene glycol)—poly(aspartic acid) block copolymer. The PEG-coated nanoparticles revealed excellent stability and stability in aqueous solution as well as in physiological saline. The FTIR experimental results proved that PEG—PAsp molecules are multivalently bound on the surface of the iron oxide nanoparticles via the coordination between the carboxylic acids in the PAsp segment of the block copolymer and Fe on the surface of the iron oxide nanoparticles.

3.3.3. Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA)

PVA is a hydrophilic, biocompatible polymer. PVA coating onto the particle surface prevents their agglomeration, giving rise to monodisperse particles. For example, Lee et al. have modified the surface of nanoparticles with PVA by precipitation of iron salts in PVA aqueous solution to form stable dispersion. These investigators suggest that PVA irreversibly binds to the surface of magnetite using FTIR absorbance shifts.

Recently, Chastellain et al. have synthesized PVA-coated iron oxide nanoparticles according to a well-known method. The colloidal stability of the final polymer-coated product as well as the resulting particle size distribution were determined for different iron/polymer ratios. All results showed a very different behavior for iron/polymer mass ratios smaller and larger than 2. From these results, a model for the stabilization mechanism was proposed. Interestingly, this recurring iron/polymer mass ratio r = 2 also plays a major role in cell tests. In a different study, the cytotoxicity and uptake of PVA-coated iron oxide nanoparticles by human melanoma cells in culture were determined for various iron/polymer mass ratios, confirming again the importance of this critical ratio r = 2.

As is known, PVA is a unique synthetic polymer that can transform into a polymer gel that is a class of macromolecular network with unique properties. Albornoz et al. have reported the synthesis of an aqueous ferrofluid and the preparation of a magnetic gel with PVA and glutaraldehyde (GTA). They reported a good stability of its properties versus time. The magnetic gel was dried to generate a biocompatible film.

3.3.4. Alginate

Alginate is an electrolytic polysaccharide with many carboxyl groups. Researchers have thus speculated that the COO⁻ of alginate and iron ion would interact and that the electrostatic repulsion may make the superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs)—alginate stable. Recently, several investigations dealing with the preparation of iron oxide nanoparticles with alginate have been developed.

The standard chemical synthesis consists of three steps: (a) gelation of alginate and ferrous ions, (b) in situ precipitation of ferrous hydroxide by the alkaline treatment of alginate, and (c) oxidation of ferrous hydroxide with an oxidizing agent, such as O2 or H2O2. This method is complex. Ma et al. have developed a new modified two-step coprecipitation method. The results revealed that typical iron oxide nanoparticles were Fe3O4 with a core diameter of 5–10 nm and that SPIONs—alginate had a hydrodynamic diameter of 193.8–483.2 nm.

Morales et al. have also described a new method to synthesize magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles into alginate beads with controlled size and magnetic properties for drug delivery applications. The results strongly suggested that the use of a polymer in the material synthesis limits the particle size. The iron oxide particle mean sizes were between 4.3 and 9.5 nm.

3.3.5. Chitosan

Chitosan is an alkaline, nontoxic, hydrophilic, biocompatible, and biodegradable polymer. Nowadays, the preparations of magnetic nanoparticles encapsulated in chitosan are of great interest.

Kim et al. have synthesized SPIO by a sonochemical method. From these particles, they synthesized ferrofluids for use as MRI contrast agents by coating them with oleic acid as a surfactant and then dispersing them in the chitosan, which is a suitable carrier for bioapplications. These spherical particles of about 15 nm in diameter showed superparamagnetic behavior.

Microspheres composed of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles and chitosan were developed as a novel MRI-detectable embolic material. Lee et al. have prepared spherical SPIO nanoparticles about 15 nm in radius by sonoochemistry and embedded them in chitosan to synthesize a ferrofluid. The SPIO—chitosan microspheres showed a strong enhancement of MR image contrast similar to the ferrofluid in vitro.

3.3.6. Other Polymers

Different polymers that have been used also are polymethacrylic acid, poly(ethyleneoxide)-b-poly(methacrylic acid), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), polyalkylcyanoacrylate, poly(lactic acid), ethylcellulose, poly(ε-caprolactone), sulfonated
The synthetic parameters of the polymerization allow for the pore size and carboxylate functionality to be tailored. The authors report that the iron oxide content of the gels is ∼3.5–8% Fe₃O₄ with one reaction cycle and that the loading can increase up to 20% iron with successive swelling/reaction cycles. The particles are 16 nm in diameter and are bound to carboxylate functional groups of the polycrylate component of the gel pore. These authors have also used the gel obtained by copolymerization of acrylic acid (AA), 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA), and ethyleneglycoldimethacrylate (EGDMA) monomer mixtures, but formation of magnetite in this gel structure was not possible.

Gass et al. have reported the first deposition of magnetic nanocomposite poly(methylmethacrylate)/poly(pyrrole bilayers from solution using spin coating. Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles have been synthesized using a chemical coprecipitation route. Nanocomposites with uniform dispersion have been prepared using a combination of dissolving the polymer and mixing fatty acid surfactant-coated Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles.

Finally, another method to prepare magnetic nanoparticles is to incorporate the iron oxide particles inside polymer particles by in situ polymerization. Pich et al. have prepared composite particles by a two-step method, in which, in the first step, the iron oxide nanoparticles were prepared and, during the second step, they were encapsulated into poly(styrene/acetoacetoxylethylmethacrylate) (PS–AAME) particles directly during the polymerization process. It has been found that modifying the iron oxide nanoparticle surface with sodium oleate significantly improves the encapsulation during the polymerization process. Changing the monomer/iron oxide ratio gives the possibility to change the morphology of hybrid particles. However, the polydispersity of composite particles increases at higher contents of magnetic particles in the system. Modification of the AAME concentration in the reaction mixture at constant iron oxide particles concentration gives the possibility to control the particle size of formed hybrid microspheres.

4. Methods of Vectorization of the Particles

Vectorized nanoparticles are used for intravenous administration. For molecular imaging, biovectors able to recognize a biological target must be grafted onto the surface of iron nanoparticles. Moreover, vectorized nanoparticles must be highly stable in aqueous ionic solutions at physiological pH. Particles must be nontoxic and remain in the circulation for a time long enough to reach their target.

Many biovectors are used in molecular imaging, such as antibodies or their fragments, oligosaccharides, proteins, peptides, peptidomimetics, and small targeting ligands. Various processes have been used to couple these biovectors (pharmacophore) onto different kinds of iron oxide nanoparticles (contrastophore).

The first strategy used to vectorize nanoparticles was electrostatic chimio-adsorption of antibody or protein onto the iron oxide surface. However, this noncovalent grafting does not seem to be versatile enough because it is difficult to control the reproducibility and scale-up of the process, the stability in biological media, and, according to the ionic strength, the coating and the amount of grafted pharmacophore. Another noncovalent strategy has used streptavidin-coated iron oxide particles or biotinylated iron oxide particles and streptavidin protein, which bind to biotinylated ligands.
Several covalent conjugation strategies using amine, carboxyl, aldehyde, or thiol groups exposed on the surface of nanoparticles have been developed.

Oxidized antibodies have been coupled to amino PEG iron oxide through Schiff base formation. Glutaraldehyde bioconjugation or amide formation with EDI on carboxylated iron oxide nanoparticles has been reported for peptides and protein grafting.

Tiefenauer et al. have developed an original technology based on poly(glutamic–lysine–tyrosine) (PEKY)-coated iron oxide stabilized by cross-linking with ethylene glycol bis(succinimidyl succinate). This iron oxide platform was functionalized with $N$-hydroxysulfosuccinim ester (sulfo-MBS) to allow for the coupling of thiolated antibody.

A commonly used process is based on an oxidative conjugation strategy, which produces aldehydes on a carbohydrate coating, such as dextran. This oxidative process using periodate oxidation followed by reduction of the Schiff base has been used to covalently couple different kinds of peptides, protein, such as the C2 domain of synaptotagmin or transferrin, different monoclonal antibodies, or a wheat germ agglutinin lectin onto a dextran nanoparticle or polymer onto dextran derivative-coated iron oxide particles.

However, in the case of the transferrin biovector, a substantial loss of the biological activity of the protein was observed with the oxidative conjugation strategy. These results suggest that the oxidative conjugation chemistry significantly interferes with the binding of the conjugates of the receptor. To minimize this type of detrimental effect, a new versatile nonoxidative technology has been developed allowing for the introduction of various chemical linkers.

The target molecules (peptides, antibodies, proteins, and oligonucleotides) can be covalently linked through a three-step reaction sequence as described by Josephson et al. A peptide or protein was attached to the amino group of a cross-linked dextran iron oxide (CLIO–NH$_2$) using different classical heterofunctional linkers, such as SPDP (disulfide bound formation) (Figure 2), succinimidy l iodoacetate (carbon–thiol formation), activated suberic acid (amide formation), succinic anhydride (amide formation), thionyl chloride (ether formation), epoxide (carbon–nitrogen-bound formation).

This technology has recently been used to develop a nanoparticle library that recognizes apoptotic cells comprising 146 nanoparticles decorated with different synthetic small ligands.

Recently, Sun et al. have developed “click chemistry” (azide–alkyne reaction) for vectorization of iron oxide nanoparticles with small molecules. The easy preparation of stable particles bearing azido or alkyne groups capable of reaction with their corresponding counterpart functionalized small molecules has been showed (Figure 3).

Other research groups have used dextran nanoparticles cross-linked by epichlorohydrin and direct substitution by terminal amino groups of a pharmacophore. Although this CLIO technology has provided interesting targeted USPIO, which have been used to reach proof of principle in molecular imaging, its industrialization raises a major problem because the cross-linking agent, epichlorohydrin, is classified as a carcinogenic, mutagenic, and reprotoxic substance.

The grafting of vector molecules on the particles can also be performed with 2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) and $N$-succinimidyl 3-[(2-pyridyldithio)propionate (SPDP). In this case, the nanoparticular system is constituted by two subunits, the particle coated with the chelating agent DMSA and the vector linked to SPDP through a peptide bond. These subunits are joined by a S–S bridge between DMSA and SPDP (Figure 4). The synthesis of nanoparticles–DMSA sol has been carried out in three steps: flocculation of the cationic ferrofluid by an aqueous solution of DMSA, peptization of the DMSA-complexed nanoparticles in an alkaline medium, and neutralization of the iron oxide suspension. The vector–SPDP was obtained by reacting SPDP with the amino function of the vector. Finally, the 2-pyridyl sulfide moiety of SPDP was substituted by the aliphatic SH group of the DMSA-complexed particles to form a S–S bridge between the particle and the vector. This technology has been used to couple antibodies and annexin V to DMSA nanoparticles.

The DMSA technology, described previously, also allowed coupling of biovectors through C–S bonds using maleimido-benzoyl-$N$-hydroxysuccinimide ester (MBS) as a heterobifunctional linker, as demonstrated recently by coupling a maleimide-activated Herceptin antibody to manganese-doped spinel DMSA ferrite.

Recently, magnetite nanoparticles coated with silica have been prepared. This kind of process has been used to bioconjugate folic acid to a silane-coated iron oxide and BSA. After surface modification with an amino-silane-coupling agent, SG-Si900, amine has been covalently linked using glutaraldehyde as a cross-linker. Alternatively, vectors with carboxylic functions can be directly grafted on the silica-coated particles using EDC to activate the carboxyl groups.

The silane-coupling materials (such as 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane or p-aminophenyl trimethoxysilane) are able to adsorptively or covalently bind to the metal oxide and are able to form covalent bonds with bioaffinity adsorbents through organofunctionalities. The mechanism of the silane-coupling agent reaction according to Arkelis is depicted in Figure 5.

The silane is deposited on the metal oxide core from acidic solution. The silanization reaction occurs in two steps: (i) the trimethoxysilane is placed in acidic water, phosphorous
acid, and glacial acetic acid and condenses to form silane polymers, and (ii) these polymers associate with the metal oxide by forming a covalent bond with surface OH groups through dehydration or adsorption of silane polymers to the metal oxide. Diazotation of aminophenyl-terminated silane or the use of glutaraldehyde on 3-aminopropyl-terminated silane can be used to couple antibodies or immunoglobulins. This second procedure consists of two basic steps: (i) activation of the particle by reaction with glutaraldehyde followed by removal of unreacted glutaraldehyde and (ii) reaction of the proteins with the activated particles followed by removal of the unreacted proteins. If the magnetic particles are coated by carboxy-terminated silanes, proteins can be coupled to them by treating the particles with 3-(3-dimethylamino propyl)carbodiimide.

The surface chemistry involving reactions with alkyltri-alkoxysilane or trichloroalkylsilane compounds is a good way for grafting biomolecules\(^{520,521}\) (Figure 6). Nanoparticles with functional groups other than inorganic hydroxyls were prepared by the reaction with alkylsilane derivatives containing different functional groups \([\text{SiR}_3(\text{CH}_2)_nX, \text{where } R = \text{Cl}, \text{OCH}_3, \text{OC}_2\text{H}_5, \text{etc.}, \ n = 3-17, \text{and } X = \text{CH}_3, \text{CN}, \text{CO}_2\text{CH}_3, \text{etc.}]\) to form ether bonds. Particles with \(\omega\)-hydroxyl or primary amine groups were prepared by reaction of the surface with alkylalkoxysilane compounds \([\text{Si(OEt)}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{CO}_2\text{CH}_3,\text{Si(OEt)}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{NH}_2, \text{etc.}]\) or with trichloroalkylsilane derivatives \([\text{SiCl}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{CO}_2\text{CH}_3, \text{SiCl}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{CN}, \text{etc.}]\) followed by diborane reduction. Particles with thiol functions were formed by thiourea reaction and hydrolysis of the \(\omega\)-phenylchloromethyl.

In several studies, magnetoliposomes were used as a platform to incorporate antibodies or peptides in the lipidic membrane to biovectorize the nanoparticles\(^{522-527}\). Recently, Nitin et al.\(^{528}\) developed a PEG-modified phospholipid micelle coating for functionalization of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles. The PEG--phospholipid coating results in high water solubility, and the functional groups of modified PEG allow for bioconjugation of various moieties, including proteins, oligonucleotides, and delivery peptides. Multifunctional polymeric micelles incorporating 6 nm Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) nanoparticles and RGD peptides to target \(\alpha_\text{v}\beta_3\) cancer cells have been recently described\(^{529}\).

5. Structural and Physicochemical Characterization

The magnetic properties of nanoparticles depend upon their physical structure: the size and the shape of the particles, their microstructure, and the chemical phases in which they are present. Moreover, the biological behavior of magnetic
nanoparticles also strongly depends upon their size and shape as well as their polydispersity, charge, and nature of the coating. Several physicochemical techniques are used to determine these parameters.

5.1. Size, Polydispersity, Shape, and Surface Characterization

Different methods can be used to determine the sizes characterizing nanoparticles. However, “size” is an ambiguous concept. First, it can define different parts of the nanoparticle: the crystalline part of the core, the whole iron core (crystalline and amorphous), the core, the shell, and the hydrated layer, or even a size with no geometrical meaning on the particle but just a physical meaning. Second, in almost all cases, nanoparticles are polydisperse. This heterogeneity of sizes gives rise to different values (even if characterizing the same size) depending upon whether the technique gives access to a number, volume, or even intensity (volume to the power of two)-weighted mean size. In the case of volume and, even more, of intensity weighted, the mean size is boosted toward high values even in the case of very small quantities of the biggest nanoparticles.

The size of the particle core can be determined by TEM images. This technique reports the total particle size of the core (crystalline and amorphous parts) and gives access to a number-weighted mean value (Figure 7). Furthermore, it provides details on the size distribution and the shape. However, this technique needs an analysis by image treatment, and it has to be performed on a statistically significant number of particles. Moreover, the sample preparation can induce aggregation of the colloids, and the TEM measurements may consequently not reflect the size and the distribution in solution. Aggregates of smaller particles can be discerned.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) gives access to the atomic arrangement. It can be used to study local microstructures (such as lattice vacancies and defects, lattice fringe, glide plane, or screw axes) and surface atomic arrangement of crystalline nanoparticles.

XRD can be performed to obtain the crystalline structure of the particles. In a diffraction pattern, the intensity can be used to quantify the proportion of iron oxide formed in a mixture by comparing experimental peak and reference peak intensities. The crystal size can be calculated also from the line broadening from the XRD pattern using the Scherrer formula. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) gives information on the particle size, especially for small sizes. Energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXD) provides the advantage of being carried out on the suspension and is used to improve the knowledge of fine structural details. For example, Di Marco et al. studied the structure of maghemite nanoparticles by both classical angular-dependent XRD and EDXD. They found that, although the apparent size of the particles, as determined from both XRD and TEM, is of the order of 7.5 nm, the best correlation with a spherical model used for EDXD gives a far smaller diameter of 4.2 nm only. These results are interpreted as demonstrating the existence of a part in the core with a size of 4.2 nm, characterized by a perfect crystalline coherency and a more disordered surface layer.
SANS is a powerful technique to obtain information on the size, polydispersity, shape (form factor), and even the structure of nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{557} The singularity of neutrons is that they interact with the nuclei of the atoms present in the sample. The technique of contrast variation (or contrast matching) relies on the differential scatter of hydrogen versus deuterium. Using certain ratios of H\textsubscript{2}O/D\textsubscript{2}O, it is possible to achieve the scatter from a part of the particle (typically the core or the shell) as equal to that of the solvent and thus be eliminated when the scatter from the solvent is subtracted from the data. This can be used to study independently the size of the core and the shell of the nanoparticles.

Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), also called dynamic light scattering (DLS) or quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS), is a common technique to obtain a nanoparticle size. The determination of the diffusion coefficient of the nanoparticles in solution gives access to the hydrodynamic radius of a corresponding sphere and the polydispersity of the colloidal solution.\textsuperscript{552} This radius is an intensity-weighted mean value. A correct conversion to a number or volume-weighted mean value requires the knowledge of the complex refractive index. Unfortunately, the imaginary part is rarely available. Static light scattering at different angles can be used to reach the gyration radius, which is defined as the root-mean-square of mass-weighted distances of all subvolumes in a particle from the center of mass. This technique is also classically used for the determination of form factors. Finally, birefringence measurements can also be used to obtain the hydrodynamic radius. Indeed, magnetic nanoparticles are magnetically and optically uniaxial. Such particles in solution will align along a strong enough magnetic field. As they align, they impart an optical birefringence to the whole medium. If the field is suppressed, the magnetic nanoparticles randomly disorientate and the magneto-optical birefringence relaxes with a characteristic time related to the rotational diffusion time of the particles, giving access to the hydrodynamic radius. Additionally, magnetometry and relaxivity profiles recorded over a wide range of magnetic fields can be used to determine the mean crystal size, among numerous other parameters.

Other physicochemical techniques, such as atomic and chemical force microscopy (AFM and CFM), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, thermally programmed desorption, infrared spectroscopy (IR), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), secondary ion mass spectra (SSIMS and TOF–SIMS), conductometry, potentiometry, and solid-state NMR, have been used to investigate the surface properties of coated iron oxide nanoparticles. These techniques have been reviewed very recently.\textsuperscript{550} It is worth noting that all of these techniques are used to describe the nature and strength of the bonding between the iron oxide surface and the coating but are also used to understand the influence of the coating on the magnetic properties of the nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{550}

5.2. Structure of Ferro- or Ferrimagnetic Nanoparticles

5.2.1. Ferro- and Ferrimagnetic Nanoparticles

To be able to form a colloid suspension, the size of the ferromagnetic particle should be much smaller than 1 \textmu m. The usual diameter of the magnetic crystals ranges between 4 and 18 nm, either in isolated crystals or in agglomerated crystals forming larger particles. Because each crystal of ferro- or ferrimagnetic material present in the colloid is much smaller than the size of one domain, it is completely magnetized. It constitutes then a nanomagnet made of single domains fully magnetized. It is interesting to note that, at present, the only ferro-fluid used for biomedical applications is based on suspensions of ferrimagnetic ferrite material. In fact, a suspension of small crystals of iron, as magnetite, for example, should be a better material than a ferrite because its magnetization is about 5 times higher than for Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}. However, pure iron nanoparticles are very unstable and very quickly oxidized into iron oxide in aqueous media. The development of ferromagnetic nanoparticles useful for biomedical applications will need, therefore, a coating protecting them from oxidation.

In addition to the value of its magnetization, the single monodomain is also characterized by another important property: its anisotropy energy.

As illustrated in Figure 8, the magnetic energy of a nanomagnet depends upon the direction of its magnetization vector (with respect to the crystallographic directions). The directions that minimize this magnetic energy are called anisotropy directions or easy axes. The magnetic energy increases with the tilt angle between the magnetization vector and the easy directions.\textsuperscript{553} The variation amplitude of this curve, called anisotropy energy, is given by the product of the crystal volume times a constant, the anisotropy constant.\textsuperscript{554} The anisotropy energy proportional to the crystal volume increases thus very rapidly as the crystal radius increases (eq 3).
\[ E_a = K_a V \]  

where \( K_a \) is the anisotropy constant and \( V \) the volume of the crystal.

There are four contributions to the anisotropy field, which may be influenced by the extent of crystal agglomeration: (1) The first one is the bulk magnetocrystalline anisotropy field, which depends upon the chemical composition and the crystallographic structure of the material. (2) The second one is the demagnetising field, which is determined by the shape of the crystal. This component of the anisotropy is equal to zero for a sphere and increases with the elongation of the shape. (3) The third one is the anisotropy constant, which also depends upon the surface structure of the crystal. (4) Finally, for agglomerated structures, there is the dipolar interaction between two neighboring crystals, which increases when the intercrystal distance decreases.

It is usual to consider that the anisotropy has a uniaxial symmetry. Although rather crude if applied to ferrite crystals, this assumption is reasonable for systems of higher symmetry based on cubic models. More complicated symmetries would be more time-consuming for calculation without producing a complete solution because anisotropy is influenced by several contributions. For example, in the case of ferrite, only the bulk magnetocrystalline anisotropy has a cubic symmetry but the shape and intercrystal anisotropy have a uniaxial symmetry.

The anisotropy energy determines also the Néel relaxation time, which constitutes another important parameter of the magnetic behavior of a single nanodomain particle. For dry powder of monodomain particles, the Néel relaxation time is characterized by the time constant of the return to equilibrium of the magnetization after a perturbation. In high anisotropy conditions, the crystal magnetization is locked in the easy axes because of the Boltzman law, which favors the direction of less magnetic energy. The Néel relaxation defines then the fluctuations that arise from the jumps of the magnetic moment between different easy directions.

The function that gives the evolution of the Néel relaxation time \( \tau_N \) with the anisotropy energy \( E_a \) is the product of two factors. One of these is an exponential function of the anisotropy; indeed, to flip from one easy direction to other one, the nanodomain magnetization has to jump over an anisotropy energy hump. This process is similar to a chemical reaction, which needs an energy equal to or larger than an activation energy to occur. The kinetics of the phenomenon is given, therefore, by the Arrhenius law (eq 4).

\[ \tau_N = \tau_o(E_a)e^{-\frac{E_a}{kT}} \]  

where \( E_a \) is the total anisotropy energy, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, and \( T \) is the absolute temperature. \( \tau_o(E_a) \) is the pre-exponential factor of the Néel relaxation time expression. This factor is also an expression of the anisotropy energy, given by eq 5.

\[ \tau_o(E_a) = \frac{\sqrt{T}(M_s(0)V)}{4} \left[ \frac{1}{\eta_f} + \eta_f \left( \frac{M_s(T)}{M_s(0)} \right)^2 \right] \sqrt{ \frac{kT}{E_a} } \left( 1 + \frac{kT}{E_a} \right) \]  

where \( V \) is the crystal volume, \( M_s(0) \) is the specific magnetization of the crystal extrapolated at 0 K, \( M_s(T) \) is the specific magnetization at the laboratory temperature, \( \gamma_e \) is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron, \( \eta_f \) is a dimensionless constant, and \( \eta_i = \eta_f \gamma_e M_s(0) \), with \( \eta \) being the damping constant.

Contrary to the exponential factor, \( \tau_o(E_a) \) decreases as the value of the anisotropy energy increases. For small values of the anisotropy energy and at high temperatures, the following condition is fulfilled: \( E_a \ll kT \), and therefore, the exponential factor tends to 1. The Néel relaxation time is determined then by the pre-exponential term, which decreases as the anisotropy energy increases. These conditions of low anisotropy are fulfilled, for example, at ambient temperature for USPIO magnetite particles, which have a radius lower than 4 nm. On the contrary, for the highest anisotropy energy, when \( E_a \gg kT \), the evolution of the Néel relaxation time is mainly determined by the exponential factor, which predicts a very fast increase with an increasing \( E_a \).

The magnetization curve of a dry powder of single monodomain ferri- or ferromagnetic particles could have two different behaviors as described below.

5.2.2.1. Frozen Single-Domain Particles. If the Néel relaxation time is longer than the measurement time, the curve is irreversible and presents one hysteresis loop. When the magnetization of the particle is completely frozen, its reversal needs a Zeeman coupling, with the external magnetic field sufficiently strong to overcome the anisotropy energy hump. For example, for very high anisotropy conditions, the Néel relaxation time should be longer than several centuries and the material can be used in the production of computer hard disks. The researches in this field tend to maximize the anisotropy constant \( K_a \) of the material with the purpose of storing a given amount of information in as less as possible magnetic material.

5.2.2.2. Superparamagnetism. More often, the condition of frozen magnetization is not fulfilled for the particles used in biomedical applications; this means that the Néel relaxation time is much faster than the measurement time. In addition, in the case of a magnetic fluid, the ferromagnetic crystals are dispersed in a liquid media to form a colloid. In these conditions, the return of the magnetization to equilibrium is determined by two different processes. The first one is the Néel relaxation, and the second one is the Brownian relaxation, which characterizes the viscous rotation of the entire particle (Figures 9 and 10). The global magnetic
relaxation rate of the colloid is therefore the sum of the Néel relaxation rate and the Brownian relaxation rate (eq 6).  

\[
\frac{1}{\tau} = \frac{1}{\tau_N} + \frac{1}{\tau_B}
\]  

(6)

where \(\tau\) is the global magnetic relaxation time and \(\tau_B\) is the Brownian relaxation time (eq 7).

\[
\tau_B = \frac{3V_B}{kT}
\]  

(7)

For large particles, \(\tau_B\) is shorter than \(\tau_N\) because the Brownian component of the magnetic relaxation is proportional to the crystal volume and the Néel relaxation is an exponential function of the volume. Thus, the viscous rotation of the particle becomes the dominant process determining the global relaxation, which becomes much faster than for dry powders. In these conditions, the magnetization curve is perfectly reversible because the fast magnetic relaxation allows the system to be always at thermodynamic equilibrium. This behavior has been named “superparamagnetism” by Bean and Livingston.  

When these equilibrium conditions are completely fulfilled, the material is superparamagnetic and the magnetization evolution with the external magnetic field is proportional to the Langevin function that takes into account a Boltzmann distribution of the energy level corresponding to all of the possible orientations of the particle magnetization moment (eq 8)

\[
m_s(B_o) = m_s(\infty)L(x)
\]  

(8)

where \(m_s(B_o)\) is the magnetization of the suspension at a field \(B_o\), \(m_s(\infty)\) is the magnetization at saturation, and \(L(x)\) is the Langevin function (eq 9)

\[
L(x) = \left[\coth(x) - 1/x\right]
\]  

(9)

with \(x = \frac{M_s(T)VB_o}{kT}\)

The fitting of the experimental magnetization curve (Figure 11) of a magnetic fluid by eqs 8 and 9 allows for the determination of the size of the crystal and its specific magnetization.  

The determination of the anisotropy energy is a much more difficult task. Numerous attempts are based on the blocking temperature determination, which characterizes the temperature where the magnetic relaxation time is roughly equal to the measurement time. Considering the magnetization curves, for example, it is the temperature below which a hysteresis can be observed. A more useful and fast measurement method consists of comparing the evolution of the magnetization as the temperature increases when the sample has been cooled, with and without a saturation magnetic field. The two curves diverge below the blocking temperature.  

The blocking temperature can also be determined by the Mossbauer spectra evolution. It is determined by the temperature for which the sextuplet lines of iron collapse into a quadrupolar doublet because the Néel relaxation time becomes shorter than the precession period of the iron magnetic moment.

A number of methods can be used to determine the Néel relaxation time. The most common one consists of determining the abscissa of the maximum point \(\nu_{\text{max}}\) in the curve that gives the frequency dependence of the susceptibility of the complex in alternative current units. This frequency allows for the determination of the magnetic relaxation time (eq 10)

\[
\tau = \frac{1}{2\nu_{\text{max}}}
\]  

(10)

For long magnetic relaxation times, one method consists of measuring the rate at which the magnetization of the sample decreases after release from the external magnetization field. For shorter ones, as shown later, fitting of relaxometric data can be used.

In conclusion, the magnetic properties of the colloid are mainly determined by the diameter of the crystal, its saturation magnetization, and its Néel relaxation time, which depends upon the anisotropy constant. The stage of aggregation of a particle should also have a strong effect on the Néel relaxation because of the dipolar intercrystal coupling aspect of the anisotropy.

5.3. Use of Nanoparticles as Contrast Agents for MRI

Because of their very high transverse relaxivity, colloidal suspensions of superparamagnetic nanocrystals are very good candidates for the development of new smart contrast agents, allowing for an early detection of several pathologies. The optimization of the efficiency of these “smart” contrast agents requires a good knowledge of the relationship between proton relaxation and physical and morphological properties of the particle.

The nuclear magnetic relaxation properties of a compound are ideally obtained by the study of its nuclear magnetic resonance dispersion (NMRD) profile. These curves give the relaxivity evolution versus the external magnetic field. The relaxivity is defined as the increase of the relaxation rate of the solvent (water) induced by 1 mmol/L of the active ion. For example, in the case of magnetite, the relaxivity is the relaxation rate enhancement observed for an aqueous solution containing 1 mmol of iron/L. (eq 11)

\[
R_i(\text{obs}) = \frac{1}{T_i(\text{obs})} = \frac{1}{T_i(\text{diam})} + r_iC; \quad i = 1 \text{ or } 2
\]  

(11)

where \(R_i(\text{obs})\) is the global relaxation rate of the aqueous system (s\(^{-1}\)), \(T_i(\text{diam})\) is the relaxation time of the system

Figure 11. Magnetometric curves for different iron oxide nanoparticles (sample 1 with \(r = 5.59\) nm, sample 2 with \(r = 5.67\) nm, and sample 3 with \(r = 4.84\) nm).
before the addition of the contrast agent, C is the concentration of the paramagnetic center (mmol L\(^{-1}\)), and \(r_i\) is the relaxivity (s\(^{-1}\) mmol\(^{-1}\) L).

### Paramagnetic Relaxation

The USPIO relaxation mechanism is built on the original theory developed for paramagnetic systems. There are two contributions to proton relaxation in paramagnetic systems: the inner- and outersphere relaxations. Innnersphere relaxation deals with the direct exchange of energy between protons and electrons located in the first hydratation sphere of the paramagnetic ion and is dominated by dipolar and scalar coupling of the spins. The dipolar coupling is modulated by the rotation of the paramagnetic center characterized by \(\tau_S\) and the proton (H), respectively, \(\omega_S\) and \(\omega_H\). The correlation terms \(\tau_{C1}\) and \(\tau_{C2}\) are used to define the modulation of the dipolar couplings and are defined by eq 12.

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{C1}} = \frac{1}{\tau_R} + \frac{1}{\tau_M} + \frac{1}{\tau_S} \tag{12}
\]

The contribution of the inner sphere relaxation on the total relaxation rate of water protons may be predicted using the Solomon–Bloembergen equation

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{IM}} = \frac{2}{15} \left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right)^2 \gamma_S^2 \gamma_H^2 \hbar S(S + 1) + \frac{7\tau_{C2}}{1 + (\omega_S \tau_{C2})^2} + \frac{3\tau_{C1}}{1 + (\omega_H \tau_{C1})^2} \tag{13}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{S1}} = \frac{1}{5\tau_{SO}} \left[ \frac{1}{1 + \omega_S^2 \tau_V} + \frac{4}{1 + 4\omega_S^2 \tau_V} \right] \tag{14}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{S2}} = \frac{1}{10\tau_{SO}} \left[ \frac{3}{1 + \omega_S^2 \tau_V} + \frac{2}{1 + 4\omega_S^2 \tau_V} \right] \tag{15}
\]

where \(\gamma_S\) and \(\gamma_H\) are the gyromagnetic ratios of the electron (S) and the proton (H), respectively, \(\omega_S\) and \(\omega_H\) are the angular frequencies of the electron and the proton, \(r\) is the distance between coordinated water protons and the unpaired electron spin, \(\tau_{C2}\) and \(\tau_{C2}\) are the correlation times modulating the interaction, defined by eq 12. \(\tau_{S1}\) and \(\tau_{S2}\) are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times of the electron. These latter parameters are field-dependent (eqs 14 and 15). \(\tau_{SO}\) is the value of \(\tau_{S1}\) and \(\tau_{S2}\) at zero field, and \(\tau_V\) is the correlation time characteristic of the electronic relaxation times.

For superparamagnetic particles, the outersphere contribution to the relaxation is minor and more often completely negligible as compared to the dominant outersphere contribution. This relaxation is due to the movement of the water protons near the local magnetic field gradients generated by the paramagnetic ion. The interaction between proton spins and the magnetic moment is also a dipolar interaction. This intermolecular mechanism is modulated by the translational correlation time \(\tau_D\) that takes into account the relative diffusion constant \(D\) of the paramagnetic center and the solvent molecule, as well as their distance of closest approach \(d\). The outersphere model has been described by Freed,\(^{567}\)

\[
R_{10} = 6400\pi \frac{\mu_0}{81} \left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right)^2 \gamma_S^2 \gamma_H^2 \hbar S(S + 1) N_A \left[ \frac{[C]}{d^2} \right] \left[ j(\omega_S \tau_D) + \frac{3j(\omega_H \tau_D)}{\omega_H \tau_D} \right] \tag{16}
\]

with

\[
j(\omega \tau_D) = \text{Re} \left[ \frac{1}{4} \left( i\omega \tau_D + \tau_D / \tau_{S1} \right)^{1/2} + \frac{1}{4} \left( i\omega \tau_D + \tau_D / \tau_{S1} \right)^{1/2} - \frac{4}{9} i\omega \tau_D + \tau_D / \tau_{S1} + \frac{1}{9} \left( i\omega \tau_D + \tau_D / \tau_{S1} \right)^{3/2} \right] \tag{17}
\]

where \([C]\) is the molar concentration of the paramagnetic ion, and \(\tau_D = D/\langle d \rangle\) is the translational correlation time, and \(N_A\) is the Avogadro number.

### Superparamagnetic Relaxation

Superparamagnetic relaxation is generally governed by Freed’s equations when \(\tau_{S1}\) is the Ne´el relaxation time.\(^{568}\) When the translational diffusion correlation time is much shorter than the Ne´el relaxation time, Freed’s equations reduce to the earlier equations of Ayant.\(^{569}\)

The ability of a fluctuation to relax the proton spins depends upon whether its correlation time is longer or shorter than the precession period of the spins within the external magnetic field \(B_0\); if the global correlation time \(\tau_C^{-1} = \tau_D^{-1} + \tau_S^{-1}\) is longer than this period, the fluctuation is averaged by the precession and it is inefficient, while it is efficient in the opposite situation.

Furthermore, electron polarization may or may not itself be relaxed by the same fluctuation, depending upon how its correlation time is situated (longer or shorter) regarding the electron spin precession period. Equation 18 thus defines the boundary separating domains, where the fluctuation characterized by a correlation time \(\tau_C\) induces relaxation \((\omega_S \tau_C < 1)\) and where it does not \((\omega_S \tau_C > 1)\), with \(\omega_1\) being the angular frequency of the proton precession.

\[
\omega_1 \tau_C = 1 \tag{18}
\]

The indirect influence of the magnetic moment precession of the crystal is also visible through the dispersion centered around \(\omega_S \tau_C = 1\), where \(\omega_S\) is the electron spin angular frequency. Because \(\omega_S\) is 658 times faster than \(\omega_1\), the center of the dispersion points of the electron appear at a much lower field than the center of the dispersion of the proton.\(^{570}\) The relaxation induced by superparamagnetic crystals is moreover complicated by another feature: the influence of the electron magnetic moment is modulated by the Ne´el relaxation, which depends upon the crystal anisotropy.

For large superparamagnetic crystals or crystals with a very high anisotropy constant,\(^{571}\) the anisotropy energy is larger than the thermal energy, which maintains the direction of the crystal magnetic moment very close to that of the anisotropy axes. This feature validates a simplified model, where the precession of the electron magnetization is forbidden.

On the contrary, in small crystals, the anisotropy energy is comparable to the thermal energy, so that the probability of the magnetic moment pointing toward a direction far from...
the easy axis is no longer negligible, which allows at least for some electron precession.

Explaining the field dependence of the longitudinal relaxation rate (NMRD profile) is in any case based on the so-called Curie relaxation, which arises from considering separately two contributions to relaxation: first, diffusion into the inhomogeneous nonfluctuating magnetic field created by the mean crystal moment, aligned onto \( B_0 \) (strictly speaking, this contribution is precisely termed the Curie relaxation), and second, the fluctuations of the electronic magnetic moment or the Neél relaxation. The Curie relaxation accounts essentially for the high field part of the NMRD profiles (\( B_0 > 0.02 \) T), namely, by considering that the mean magnetization is an increasing function of \( B_0 \), given by the Langevin function.

5.3.1. High Anisotropy Model

When the anisotropy energy is large enough it prevents any precession of the magnetic moment of superparamagnetic crystals. The magnetic fluctuations then arise from the jumps of the moment between different easy directions.

At low field, the proton longitudinal relaxation rate is obtained by introducing into the Freed equations the precession prohibition mentioned above; the electron Larmor precession frequency is set to zero. The spectral density function determining this component of the relaxation is characterized by a global correlation time depending upon \( \tau_N \) and \( \tau_D \) (eqs 19 and 20). Figure 12 shows the dispersion of this density spectral function, called Freed function, centered around \( \omega_1 = 1/\tau_C \).

\[
\frac{1}{T_1} = 10\mu^2J_f(\omega_1, \tau_D, \tau_N) \quad (19)
\]

\[
\frac{1}{T_2} = \mu^2\{8J_f(\omega_1, \tau_D, \tau_N) + 2J_f(0, \tau_D, \tau_N)\} \quad (20)
\]

where \( \mu = (32\pi/405000)\gamma^2N_A[M]/r^3 \).

In eqs 19 and 20, \( r \) is the particle radius, \( N_A \) is the Avogadro number, \( \mu \) is the magnetic moment of the particle, and \( \gamma \) is the proton gyromagnetic ratio.

Freed’s spectral density function, \( J_F \), is defined according to eq 21.

\[
J_F(\omega_1, \tau_D, \tau_N) = \text{Re} \left( \frac{1 + \frac{1}{4}\Omega^{1/2}}{1 + \Omega^{1/2} + \frac{4}{9}\Omega + \frac{1}{9}\Omega^{3/2}} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{1}{c} \mu^2 \left( 1 + \frac{5z}{8} + \frac{z^2}{8} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{1}{T_2} = \frac{1}{c} \mu^2 \left( 1 + \frac{z^2}{2} + \frac{z^3}{6} + \frac{4z^4}{81} + \frac{z^5}{81} + \frac{z^6}{648} \right)
\]

The dispersion of this spectral density occurs for \( \omega_1\tau_D \sim 1 \).

At intermediate field, the proton relaxation rates (\( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \)) are combinations of the high- and low-field contributions, weighted by factors depending upon the Langevin function (Figure 12).
1/T_1 = c \mu^2 \left[ (L(x)/x) 21 J_p(\omega_I, \tau_D, \tau_N) + 9[1 - L^2(x) - 2(L(x)/x) J_2(\omega_I, \tau_D, \tau_N)] + 9L^2(x) J_A(\sqrt{2\omega_I}, \tau_D) \right] (25)

1/T_2 = c \mu^2 \left[ (L(x)/x) [19.5 J_f(\omega_I, \tau_D, \tau_N)] + [1 - L^2(x) - 2(L(x)/x) 4.5 J_f(\omega_I, \tau_D, \tau_N) + 6J_p(0, \tau_D, \tau_N)] + L^2(x) [4.5 J_A(\sqrt{2\omega_I}, \tau_D) + 6J_A(0)] \right] (26)

where L(x) is the Langevin function.

This model matches the experimental relaxation results for large particles containing more than one crystal by coating flake (SPION particles) but fails to describe the low-field part of the NMRD curves of USPION containing only one magnetic crystal by particle (Figure 13).

5.3.3. Practical Interests of Magnetic Nuclear Relaxation for the Characterization of Superparamagnetic Colloid

The study of the nuclear magnetic relaxation presents two main interests. The first step in the characterization of a new superparamagnetic colloid is obviously the evaluation of its relaxometric properties, which determine its potential efficiency for MRI. Relating these valuable relaxometric data to the morphological and physical properties of the particles may be performed thanks to the above proton relaxivity theory.

The analysis of the NMRD profiles constitutes an interesting tool to control the reproducibility and optimize the parameters of spermatozoa synthesis. The fitting of the NMRD profiles by adequate theories provides information about the superparamagnetic crystals, namely, their average radius r, their specific magnetization M_s, their anisotropy energy E_a, and their Neél relaxation time t_N.

1) Average Radius (r). At high magnetic fields, the relaxation rate only depends upon t_D and the inflection point corresponds to the condition \omega_I t_D \sim 1 (Figure 14). Because t_D = r^3/D, the determination of t_D gives the crystal size r.

2) Specific Magnetization (M_s). At high fields, M_s can be obtained from the equation M_s \sim (R_{\max}/C_{\tau_D})^{1/2}, where C is a constant and R_{\max} is the maximal relaxation rate.

3) Crystal Anisotropy Energy (E_a). The absence or presence of a dispersion at low fields provides information about the magnitude of the anisotropy energy. For crystals characterized by a high E_a value as compared to the thermal agitation, the low field dispersion disappears. This has been confirmed in a previous work with cobalt ferrites, which are known to have high anisotropy energy.

4) Neél Relaxation Time (t_N). The relaxation rate at very low fields R_0 is governed by a “zero magnetic field” correlation time t_{CO}, which is equal to t_N if t_N \ll t_D. Often, however, this situation is not met; therefore, t_N is often reported as qualitative information in addition to the crystal size and the specific magnetization.

5.3.4. Relaxation of Agglomerated Systems

The aggregation of nanomagnets has two different types of consequences on the proton relaxation properties: on the one hand, those related to the global structure of the cluster and to the magnetic field distribution around them and, on the other hand, those limited to the inner part of the
aggregate. While the global effect dominantly affects $R_2$, the inner one influences less $R_2$ and affects mainly $R_1$.

Let us focus on the first effect that allows for control of the aggregation stage of the ferrofluid.

The cluster itself may be considered as a large magnetized sphere where the total magnetic moment increases according to Langevin’s law. The global magnetization of the agglomerate is always aligned with the external field. It is characterized by a long correlation time, because of its large size, so that it mainly affects the secular term of the relaxation rate. This contribution is given by the outskirts diffusion theory, provided that the motional averaging condition is fulfilled: $\Delta \omega \tau_D < 1$, where $\Delta \omega$ is the difference in angular frequencies between the local field experienced by a proton at the equatorial line of the cluster surface and in the bulk ($\Delta \omega = \mu_0 M/3$, where $\mu_0$ is the vacuum magnetic permeability, $M$ is the particle magnetization, and $\gamma$ is the proton gyromagnetic ratio) and $\tau_D$ is the translational diffusion time around the cluster ($\tau_D = R_a^2/D$, with $R_a$ being the cluster radius and $D$ being the water diffusion coefficient)

$$1/T_2 = 16f_s \Delta \omega^2 \tau_D/45 \quad (29)$$

with $f_s$ being the volumic fraction occupied by the clusters. This secular contribution explains the increase of $1/T_2$ at high fields.\(^{583,584}\) Equation 29 can be rewritten to make the cluster magnetic moment appear (eq 30)

$$1/T_2 = (64\pi/135)\mu_0\gamma \mu_{sp} N g L(x)/(4\pi)^2 N_A C_d/(R_a D) \quad (30)$$

where $\mu_{sp}$ is the magnetic moment of an elementary crystal, $N_g$ is the crystal number in an agglomerated particle, $N_A$ is the Avogadro number, $C_d$ is the agglomerate concentration in mmol/L, and $x = \mu_0 N_k B_0/(kT)$, with $B_0$ being the static field, $k$ being the Boltzmann constant, and $T$ being the temperature. The Langevin function $L(x)$ is defined in eq 9.

For an aggregate with a radius of 100 nm, $\tau_D = 3 \mu$s, which is much shorter than usual echo times ($T_{2CP} = T/2$); refocusing pulses are thus inefficient, and there is no difference between $T_2$ and $T_2^s$. When the motional averaging condition breaks down, $T_2^s$ has been shown to be given by the static dephasing regime, which refers to the dephasing of motionless magnetic moments in a nonuniform field created by randomly distributed dipoles\(^{585,586}\)

$$1/T_2^s = 2\pi \sqrt{3} f_s \Delta \omega /9 \quad (31)$$

It applies to spheres with a radius large enough to fulfill the condition $\tau_D > \tau_{SDR}$,\(^{587}\) where

$$\tau_{SDR} = \pi \sqrt{3} / (2 \Delta \omega) \quad (32)$$

$T_2^s$ remains equal to $T_2$ as long as the refocusing pulses are not efficient. This only occurs for larger spheres, for diffusion times larger than $\tau_L$, where

$$\tau_L = (1.49/\Delta \omega) x^{1/3}(1.52 + f_s x)^{53} \quad (33)$$

with $x = \Delta \omega \tau_{CP}$

For $\tau_D > \tau_L$, the relaxation rate decreases with the radius\(^{587}\) (Figure 15)

$$1/T_2 = 1.8f_s x^{1/3}(1.52 + f_s x)^{5/3}/\tau_D \quad (34)$$

while $T_2^s$ remains, given by eq 31.

In conclusion, the aggregation of superparamagnetic crystals affects mainly the transverse relaxation and can be detected by a modification of the $r_1/r_2$ ratio.

**Typical Superparamagnetic MR Contrast Agents.** Particulate magnetic contrast agents include ultrasmall particles [ultra small particles of iron oxide (USPIO), diameter between 10 and 40 nm], small particles [small particles of iron oxide (SPIO), diameter between 60 and 150 nm], and oral (large) particles (diameter between 300 nm and 3.5 μm). Two subcategories of USPIO are called monocristalline iron oxide nanoparticles (MION, diameter between 10 and 30 nm,\(^{588,589}\) and CLIO, diameter between 10 and 30 nm,\(^{590}\) a form of MION with cross-linked dextran coating).

Some particles have been approved for clinical application or are being clinically tested (Table 1).\(^{591}\) Particles with submicrometer size can be used for intravenous administration.

## 6. Applications

### 6.1. MRI: Cellular Labeling, Molecular Imaging (Inflammation, Apoptose, etc.)

Molecular imaging is of course one of the most promising applications of targeted iron oxide nanoparticles. Various applications using targeted iron oxide nanoparticles have been evaluated in vitro and in animal experiments.

Different antibodies or fragments directed to several types of receptors (HER2/Neu, LHRH, EGFR, myosine, lymphocyte, selectin, V-CAM1, etc.) have been coupled to iron oxide nanoparticles and have been tested either in vitro or in vivo. In vivo, specific binding to the tumor has been assessed by comparison to the lack of binding of naked nanoparticles. While various “proof of concept” studies have been performed, transposision into human applications is not yet available.

A modified cellular enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), named cellular magnetic-linked immunosorbent assay (C-MALISA), has been developed as an application of MRI for in vitro clinical diagnosis.\(^{7}\) To validate the method, three contrast agents targeted to integrins were synthesized by grafting to USPIO: (a) the CS1 (connecting

![Figure 15. Computer-generated data for spheres with $v = 5 \times 10^{-6}$ and $\Delta \omega_r = 2.36 \times 10^7$ rad/s, plotted versus $\tau_D$. The open symbols represent the $1/T_2$ value, while the filled symbols represent rates obtained, respectively, with $T_{CP} = 0.1$ ms (● and line a), 0.2 ms (● and line b), 0.5 ms (● and line c), 2 ms (● and line d), 5 ms (● and line e), 10 ms (● and line f), 20 ms (● and line g). The short dashed line is the rate predicted by the outer sphere theory (eq 30), and the long dashed line is the static dephasing relaxation model given in ref 584. Lines a–g are the rates given by eq 34.](image-url)
Table 1. Characteristics of USPIO and SPIO Agents: Commercial or under Clinical Investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>names</th>
<th>company</th>
<th>applications</th>
<th>relaxometric properties $\times 1.5$ T mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>coating agent</th>
<th>hydrodynamic size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ferumoxides</td>
<td>Guerbet, Advanced Magnetics</td>
<td>liver imaging</td>
<td>$r_1 = 10.1$</td>
<td>dextran T10</td>
<td>120–180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI-25 (ref 592)</td>
<td></td>
<td>cellular labeling</td>
<td>$r_2 = 120$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endorem/Feridex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferumoxtran-10</td>
<td>Guerbet, Advanced Magnetics</td>
<td>metastatic lymph node imaging</td>
<td>$r_1 = 9.9$</td>
<td>dextran T10, T1</td>
<td>15–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI-227 (ref 593)</td>
<td></td>
<td>macrophage imaging blood pool agent</td>
<td>$r_2 = 65$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMS-180549</td>
<td></td>
<td>cellular labeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinerem/Combidx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferumoxytol</td>
<td>Advanced Magnetics</td>
<td>macrophage imaging blood pool agent</td>
<td>$r_1 = 15$</td>
<td>carboxymethyl-dextran</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code 7228 (ref 592)</td>
<td></td>
<td>cellular labeling</td>
<td>$r_2 = 89$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferumoxsil</td>
<td>Guerbet, Advanced Magnetics</td>
<td>oral GI imaging</td>
<td></td>
<td>na</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI-121 (ref 359)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>silicon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumirem/Gastromark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferucarbotran</td>
<td>Schering</td>
<td>liver imaging</td>
<td>$r_1 = 9.7$</td>
<td>carboxydrast</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHU-555A (ref 594)</td>
<td></td>
<td>cellular labeling</td>
<td>$r_2 = 189$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resovist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHU-555C (ref 595)</td>
<td>Schering</td>
<td>blood pool agent</td>
<td>$r_1 = 10.7$</td>
<td>carboxydrast</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supravist</td>
<td>Schering</td>
<td>cellular labeling</td>
<td>$r_2 = 38$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fergulose</td>
<td>GE-Healthcare (abandoned)</td>
<td>blood pool agent</td>
<td></td>
<td>na</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCI100150 (refs 377 and 407)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pegylated starch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clariscan</td>
<td>GE-Healthcare</td>
<td>oral GI imaging</td>
<td></td>
<td>na</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferristene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sulphonated styrene-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdoscan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>divinylbenzene copolymer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP-C184 (ref 280)</td>
<td>Ferropharm</td>
<td>blood pool agent</td>
<td>$r_1 = 14$</td>
<td>citrate</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cellular labeling</td>
<td>$r_2 = 33.4$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Segment-1) fragment of fibronectin (FN) (USPIO-g-FN), (b) the peptide GRGD (USPIO-g-GRGD), and (c) a nonpeptidic RGD mimic. After cell fixation on ELISA plates, incubation of Jurkat cells and rat mononuclear cells stimulated to activate their integrins with the contrast agents, rinsing, and digestion, the samples were analyzed by MRI. The apparent dissociation constants ($K_d$) of the three contrast agents were estimated on the basis of the MRI measurement.

Small pharmacophores, such as peptides or small organic ligands, are promising approaches. Biologically active molecules can be selected by phage display from large populations of randomly generated peptide sequences to target different pathologies, such as apoptosis. The selected peptides are synthesized and conjugated to a reporter molecule for subsequent detection by MRI for diagnostic imaging. This approach opens up a wide range of targeting possibilities, but the difficulty will be to select the most promising pharmacophore for clinical imaging, taking into account the sensitivity of MRI that limits the selection of biological targets, which are present in small quantities.

Two examples are detailed below to illustrate the interest of iron oxide particles in MR molecular imaging.

Targeting of the endothelial inflammatory adhesion molecule E-selectin by MRI was successfully performed with a superparamagnetic contrast agent in the context of in vitro and in vivo models of inflammation. The specific contrast agent was obtained by grafting a synthetic mimetic of sialyl Lewis$^a$ (sLe$^a$), a natural ligand of E-selectin expressed in leukocytes, on the dextran coating of ultrasmall particles of iron oxide (USPIO). This new contrast agent, USPIO-g-sLe$^a$, was tested in vitro on cultured human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) stimulated to express inflammatory adhesion molecules and in vivo on a mouse model of hepatitis. Both in vitro and in vivo results indicated that USPIO-g-sLe$^a$ recognizes endothelial E-selectin. USPIO-g-sLe$^a$ is thus well-suited for the MRI diagnosis of inflammation and the in vitro evaluation of endothelial cell activation. Nanoparticles 10–100 nm in size can deliver large payloads to molecular targets but undergo slow diffusion and/or slow transport through delivery barriers. To examine the feasibility of nanoparticles targeting a marker expressed in tumor cells, Montet et al. used the binding of cyclic arginine–glycine–aspartic acid (RGD) nanoparticle targeting integrins on BT-20 tumor as a model system using the CLIO technology. The results suggest that nanoparticles could be targeted to the cell-surface markers expressed in tumor cells, at least in the case wherein the nanoparticles and the tumor model have characteristics similar to those of the BT-20 tumor.

Another successful application of iron oxide nanoparticles in MRI is specific cell tracking. The ability to load enough magnetic particles (micromolar Fe concentration) in cell culture via cell-permeable peptide or transfection agents in combination with the negatively charged surface of magnetic particles has provided a useful technique to label and track cells in vivo by MRI.

The first cellular imaging studies were performed with unfunctionalized iron oxide nanoparticles for labeling leukocytes, lymphocytes, etc. If a cell can be sufficiently loaded with magnetic particles, MRI allows for cell tracking with a resolution approaching the size of the cell. To increase the cellular uptake of magnetic iron oxide particles, particles have been vectorized with various peptides, fragments of proteins or coated with dendrimers. Folic acid has been grafted on magnetic particles for targeting folate receptors.

Bulte has used MRI to provide information on the location and migration of cells after transplantation or transfusion. This approach requires magnetic prelabeling of the cells. With the currently available magnetic labeling methods, it is anticipated that cellular MRI will find applications in biology and medicine.

A magnetic nanoparticle conjugate has been developed that can potentially serve both as a contrast agent in MRI and as a drug carrier in controlled drug delivery, targeted at cancer diagnostics and therapeutics. The conjugate is made of iron oxide nanoparticles covalently bound with methotrexate
(MTX), a chemotherapeutic drug that can target many cancer cells overexpressing folate receptors on their surface. The nanoparticles were first surface-modified with (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane to form a self-assembled monolayer and were subsequently conjugated with MTX through amidation between the carboxylic acid end groups on MTX and the amine groups on the surface of the particle. Drug-release experiments demonstrated that MTX was cleaved from the nanoparticles under low pH conditions mimicking the intracellular conditions in the lysosome. Cellular viability studies in human breast cancer cells (MCF-7) and human cervical cancer cells (HeLa) further demonstrated the effectiveness of such chemical cleavage of MTX inside the target cells through the action of intracellular enzymes. The intracellular trafficking model proposed was supported through nanoparticle-uptake studies, which demonstrated that cells expressing the human folate receptor internalized a higher level of nanoparticles.610

SPIONs functionalized by PVAs to enhance detection of neurodegenerative diseases are under clinical evaluation. A major improvement would be to link therapeutic drugs to the SPIONs to achieve targeted drug delivery, either at the cell surface or intracellularly, together with active disease detection, without inducing cell reaction. The objectives are to define the characteristics of SPIONs able to achieve cell-specific interaction with brain-derived structures. The cellular uptake, cytotoxicity, and interaction of these various nanoparticles with brain-derived endothelial cells, microglial cells, and differentiating three-dimensional aggregates have been investigated. Amino-PVA–SPIONs were taken up by isolated brain-derived endothelial and microglial cells at a much higher level than other SPIONs, and no inflammatory activation of these cells was observed. Amino-PVA–SPIONs did not invade brain cell aggregates lower than the first cell layer and did not induce inflammatory reaction in the aggregates. Fluorescent amino-PVA-SPIONs derivatized with a fluorescent reporter molecule and confocal microscopy has demonstrated intracellular uptake by microglial cells. The functionalized amino-PVA-SPIONs represent potential bio-compatible vector systems for drug delivery to the brain that may be combined with MRI detection of active lesions in neurodegenerative diseases.611

A biocompatible surface-functionalized nanoparticle has been designed to sense phosphatidylserine exposed on apoptotic cells. Quinti et al. conjugated synthetic phosphatidylserine-binding ligands in a multivalent fashion onto magnetofluorescent nanoparticles.612 Their results showed that the synthetic nanoparticles bind to apoptotic cells, that there is an excellent correlation with annexin V staining by microscopy, and that FACS analysis with nanoparticles allows for the measurement of therapeutic apoptosis induction. The described nanomaterials should be useful for a variety of biomedical applications including in vitro imaging of apoptosis.

Recently, magnetic nanoparticles have been converted into sensing superparamagnetic agents.613 These nanosensors have been designed to detect molecular interactions in biological media after grafting of biomolecules to their surface.614,615 In the presence of a biological target, the surface biomolecules induce either aggregation or dispersion of the nanosensors. These cooperative processes of either assembly or disassembly cause changes in the spin–spin relaxation times, $T_2$, of water molecules that can be detected by magnetic relaxation measurements or MRI.613 These mechanisms have been used to detect biomolecules in homogeneous assays without the need of protein purification or signal amplification. Experiments can be conducted in turbid media and whole cell lysates, and the assay does not require immobilization of the target. Applications have included the detection of oligonucleotide sequences,615,616 proteins (GFp protein), enzyme activity (myeloperoxidase, endonuclease, protease, caspase, and telomerase),617–621 pathogens (herpes simplex viruses and adenovirus 5),618 ions (calcium),622 analyte (glucose),623 and enantiomeric impurities624 with a femtomolar sensitivity.

Table 2 summarizes the different targeted iron oxide nanoparticles for molecular and cellular imaging.

### 6.2. In Vitro Bioseparation

Another important kind of application of iron oxide nanoparticles is the functionalization for in vitro protein or cell separation.631 Magnetic separation techniques have several advantages in comparison to traditional separation procedures. This process is very simple, and all steps of the purification can take place in one test tube without expensive liquid chromatography systems.632

Fan et al.633 have developed magnetic nanoparticles coated with charged bipyridinium carboxylic acids and biotin. Such functionalized particles have been used for affinity isolation of fluorescein-labeled protein avidin. The same strategy using dopamine has been reported by Xu.634 Dopamine was anchored on magnetic nanoparticles via interactions between the bidentate functional group and the iron oxide surface. Nitriloacetic acid was linked via a linker to dopamine. Upon chelation to Ni ions, dopamine magnetic particles separated histidine-tagged proteins from a cell lysate with efficiency and high capacity. Other $-\text{OH}$, $-\text{SH}$, or $-\text{NH}_2$ functional groups have been used for their interaction with metal oxides as capping agents of magnetic cores. For example, the amino groups of vancomycin have been used for immobilizing the antibiotic to the surface of magnetic particles. This system could capture and detect vancomycin-resistant enterococci or Gram-positive bacteria at low concentrations.635 These $-\text{OH}$, $-\text{SH}$, or $-\text{NH}_2$ functional groups can be introduced also through a surface exchange reaction on iron oxide particles coated with a different functional group636–641 or by coprecipitation of ferrous/ferric salts in the presence of organic capping groups.642 For example, particles stabilized by olate can be transferred from the organic to the aqueous phase by surface modification with cyclodextrin.643

Organosilane groups have a strong interaction with metal oxide and can also be used for grafting bioactive molecules on magnetic particles.644–646 Two strategies are known to give a silica coating: (i) silica is formed in situ through the hydrolysis and condensation of a sol–gel precursor (Stöber process)647,648 and (ii) micelles are used to confine the coating of silica on the crystal core.649

Magnetoliposomes, magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles coated with phospholipids, have also been useful for separation of proteins from the mixture.650

### 6.3. Drug Delivery

Internalization of iron oxide particles strongly depends upon the size of the particles. After administration, larger particles with a diameter higher than 200 nm are easily sequestered by the spleen and eventually removed by the cells of the phagocyte system, resulting in decreased blood
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>targeted contrast media</th>
<th>physicochemical characteristics</th>
<th>contrastophore</th>
<th>pharmacophore</th>
<th>coupling conditions</th>
<th>biological target</th>
<th>reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MION−wheat germ agglutinin</td>
<td>$D_h = 60$ nm</td>
<td>2 WGA per MION dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>fluorescent (rhodamine) labeled polylysine and wheat germ agglutinin</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) fluorescent (rhodamine) labeled polylysine (3) sodium borohydride (4) SPDP (5) WGA purification by Sephadex chromatography</td>
<td>axon terminals</td>
<td>470–473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION−mAb(L6)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>monoclonal antibody IgG2a mAb(L6) 12 mAb/MION</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) antibody (3) sodium borohydride purification by biogel chromatography</td>
<td>surface antigen on human carcinoma</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO−transferrin protein</td>
<td>$D_h = 35$ nm $r_1 = 24$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ $r_2 = 52$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>carboxy-dextran T2000-coated USPIO</td>
<td>transferrin protein 280 µg/mg transferrin per iron</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) protein (3) sodium borohydride purification by Sephadex chromatography and ultrafiltration</td>
<td>transferrin receptors</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION−mAb(antimyosin) ND</td>
<td>dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>antimyosin monoclonal antibody</td>
<td>electrostatic binding of antibody purification by Sephadex chromatography</td>
<td>myocardial infarction</td>
<td>442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION−Aβ1−40 ND</td>
<td>dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>Aβ1−40 peptide 17 peptides per particle</td>
<td>electrostatic binding</td>
<td>Aβ-amyloid plaque</td>
<td>445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tf−MION</td>
<td>$r_1 = 20$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ $r_2 = 62$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ 0.47 T $D_h = 39.6 \pm 1.3$ nm</td>
<td>dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>transferrin 0.6 transferrin per particle</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) transferrin (3) sodium borohydride purification by magnetic separation</td>
<td>transferrin receptors</td>
<td>475, 625–627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeted contrast media</td>
<td>physicochemical characteristics</td>
<td>contrastophore</td>
<td>pharmacophore</td>
<td>coupling conditions</td>
<td>biological target</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tf−CLIO</td>
<td>$r_1 = 26 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$, $r_2 = 114 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$, $0.47 \text{T}$</td>
<td>epiclorohydrin cross-linked dextran-coated CLIO</td>
<td>transferrin 1.2 tranferrin per particle</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) transferrin (3) sodium borohydride purification by magnetic separation</td>
<td>transferrin receptors</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION−Ab(anti-Her2/neu)D</td>
<td>$D = 8.3 \text{ nm (TEM)}$, $r_2 = 24−29 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$, $1.5 \text{T}$</td>
<td>dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies anti-Her2 neu</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) antibody (3) sodium borohydride purification by magnetic separation</td>
<td>Her2/neu receptor on tumor cells</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION−sucinylated polylysine</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>succinylated poly-L-lysine</td>
<td>(1) potassium periodate (2) sucinylated polylysine (3) sodium borohydride electrostatic binding of antibody</td>
<td>lymph nodes</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION−IgG</td>
<td>$r_2 = 23.4 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$, $0.47 \text{T}$, $37^\circ \text{C}$</td>
<td>dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>human nonspecific polyclonal IgG 36 $\mu$g/mg IgG per iron</td>
<td>(1) potassium periodate (2) antibody (3) sodium borohydride purification by chromatography</td>
<td>inflammation</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION−IgG</td>
<td>$r_2 = 23.4 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$, $0.47 \text{T}$, $37^\circ \text{C}$</td>
<td>dextran-coated MION</td>
<td>human nonspecific polyclonal IgG 36 $\mu$g/mg IgG per iron</td>
<td>(1) potassium periodate (2) antibody (3) sodium borohydride purification by chromatography</td>
<td>inflammation</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIO−mAb(A7)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ferumoxide (dextran-coated)</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies Mab A7</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) antibody (3) sodium borohydride purification dialysis and centrifugation</td>
<td>colorectal tumor antigen</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO−antibody</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>dextran T40-coated USPIO</td>
<td>monoclonal antihuman mammary cancer antibodies</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) antibody (3) sodium borohydride purification Sephadex chromatography</td>
<td>mammary cancer</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO−RGD</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>carbohydrate-coated USPIO</td>
<td>cyclic-RGD peptide</td>
<td>(1) sodium periodate (2) peptide 4-alkyloxime</td>
<td>$\alpha_{3/3}$, thrombus imaging</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Contrast Media</td>
<td>Physicochemical Characteristics</td>
<td>Contrastophore</td>
<td>Pharmacophore</td>
<td>Coupling Conditions</td>
<td>Biological Target</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIO–C2</td>
<td>$D_h = 37 \text{ nm} \pm 3 \text{ nm} \quad r_2 = 61 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \quad 9.4 \text{ T} \quad 37 \text{ °C}$</td>
<td>carboxydextran USPIO</td>
<td>C2 domain of synaptotagmin 1</td>
<td>(1) periodate (2) protein (3) sodium borohydride purification Sephadex chromatography and ultrafiltration</td>
<td>phosphatidylserine of apoptotic cells</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIO–C2</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>streptavidin SPIO</td>
<td>biotinylated C2A domain of synaptotagmin –GST fusion protein</td>
<td>(1) streptavidin SPIO (2) biotinylated protein</td>
<td>apoptotic cells</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO–antibody</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>amino-polymer-coated USPIO</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies</td>
<td>(1) periodate (2) periodate (3) protein</td>
<td>neuroblastoma cancer</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO–PEG–antibody</td>
<td>$D_h = 237 \text{ nm}$</td>
<td>carboxy-PEG-coated USPIO</td>
<td>human antibody E-907 492 µg/mg antibody per iron</td>
<td>(1) glutaraldehyde (2) antibody (3) protein (4) antibody purification</td>
<td>human colon carcinoma</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO–PEG–antibody</td>
<td>$D_h = 237 \text{ nm}$</td>
<td>carboxy-PEG-coated USPIO</td>
<td>human antibody E-907 107 µg/mg antibody per Iron</td>
<td>(1) EDCI (2) antibody (3) antibody purification</td>
<td>human colon carcinoma</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO–PEG–antibody</td>
<td>$D_h = 237 \text{ nm}$</td>
<td>amino-PEG-coated USPIO</td>
<td>antibody oxidized with sodium periodate</td>
<td>(1) EDCI (2) antibody (3) antibody purification</td>
<td>human colon carcinoma</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MION–20 CCK</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>MION 20</td>
<td>CCK protein</td>
<td>electrostatic binding of protein by sonication</td>
<td>pancreatic cholecystokinin receptor</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO–mAb-610</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>uncoated USPIO</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies mAb-610</td>
<td>electrostatic binding of antibody by sonication</td>
<td>surface antigen on colon carcinoma cell line</td>
<td>628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO–mAb(antiEGFR)</td>
<td>$D = 8.7 \pm 0.8 \text{ nm} \quad (\text{TEM}) \quad D_h = 13.2 \pm 1.9 \text{ nm}$</td>
<td>lignosite FML</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies 1.5 mg of antibody per 30 mg of Fe nanoparticle</td>
<td>electrostatic binding of antibody by sonication</td>
<td>epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Contrast Media</td>
<td>Physicochemical Characteristics</td>
<td>Contrastophore</td>
<td>Pharmacophore</td>
<td>Coupling Conditions</td>
<td>Biological Target</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO−PEG−anti-CEA</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>USPIO-coated with HOOC−PEG2000−COOH</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies anti-CEA 3 antibodies per particle</td>
<td>(1) USPIO PEG2000−COOH (2) EDCI and sulfo-NHS (3) antibody</td>
<td>Carcino embryonic antigen</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPION−LHRH</td>
<td>$D = 20$ nm (TEM)</td>
<td>amine-coated USPIO (SPION)</td>
<td>releasing hormone (LHRH)</td>
<td>(1) EDCI/sonication (2) LHRH protein</td>
<td>Breast tumor expressing LHRH receptors</td>
<td>454,455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA−USPIO</td>
<td>$D = 10$ nm (TEM)</td>
<td>uncoated USPIO</td>
<td>bovine serum albumin</td>
<td>(1) EDCI/sonication (2) BSA protein purification: magnetic separation</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA−USPIO</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>hydroxide-uncoated USPIO</td>
<td>bovine serum albumin</td>
<td>(1) EDCI/sonication (2) BSA protein in PBS purification: magnetic separation</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO−ανβ3</td>
<td>$D = 10$ nm (TEM) $r_1 = 1$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ $r_2 = 134$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ 1.5 T</td>
<td>APTMS-coated USPIO APTMS = 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane</td>
<td>cyclo(Arg-Gly-Asp-D-Tyr-Glu)</td>
<td>(1) EDCI/NHS (2) peptide in buffer purification: magnetic separation</td>
<td>Tumoral angiogenesis</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO−PEKY−anti-CEA $D_h = 9.6 \pm 0.8$ nm (TEM) $D_h = 30−50$ nm $r_1 = 305$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ 4.7 T</td>
<td>poly(glutamic−lysine−tyrosine)-coated USPIO stabilized by cross-linking with ethylene glycol bis(succinimidyl succinate)</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies anti-CEA</td>
<td>(1) USPIO PEKY (2) sulfo-MBS (3) dithiothreitol reduced antibody purification gel chromatography</td>
<td>Carcino embryonic antigen</td>
<td>459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO−PEKY−anti-CEA $D_h = 30−50$ nm</td>
<td>PEKY = poly(glutamic−lysine−tyrosine)-coated USPIO stabilized by cross-linking with ethylene glycol bis(succinimidyl succinate)</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies anti-CEA</td>
<td>(1) USPIO PEKY (2) N-acetyl neuraminic NHS ester or glucuronic NHS ester (3) sulfo-MBS (4) dithiothreitol-reduced antibody</td>
<td>Carcino embryonic antigen</td>
<td>460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Contrast Media</td>
<td>Physicochemical Characteristics</td>
<td>Contrastophore</td>
<td>Pharmacophore</td>
<td>Coupling Conditions</td>
<td>Biological Target</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO–PEKY–anti-CEA D₈ = 30–50 nm</td>
<td>PEKY = poly(glutamic–lysine–tyrosine)-coated USPIO stabilized by cross-linking with ethylene glycol bis(succinimidyI succinate) PEK = poly(glutamic–lysine)-coated USPIO stabilized by cross-linking with ethylene glycol bis(succinimidyI succinate) PK = poly(lysine)-coated USPIO stabilized by cross-linking with ethylene glycol bis(succinimidyI succinate)</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies anti-CEA</td>
<td>(1) USPIO PEKY or PEK or PK (2) sulfo-MBS (3) diithiothreitol-reduced antibody (4) PEG-cysteamine or thiolated glycoporphin b or thiolated mucin (5) mercaptoethanol</td>
<td>carcino embryonic antigen</td>
<td>460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG magnetoliposome ND magnetoliposome PC/PE (3:1)</td>
<td>IgG 94 µg/mL liposome</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>522</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG magnetoliposome ND magnetoliposome PC/PE (2:1)</td>
<td>human antibody E-907</td>
<td>90–180 antibodies per magnetoliposome</td>
<td>human colon cancer cells 523</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-CD34 – magnetoliposome D₈ = 445 ± 25 nm</td>
<td>magnetoliposome (citrate USPIO) PC/Chol/PEG–PE/ PDP–PEG–PE (12:6:0.8:0.2) PDP = pyridylthiopropionate</td>
<td>100 mAh/ liposome anti-CD34 antibody Myl0mAb thiolated with SPDP</td>
<td>(1) thiolated magnetoliposome (2) thiolated antibody (3) DTT (4) incubation 24 h purification by centrifugation</td>
<td>haematopoietic CD44+ cells 524</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Her2 Neu – magnetoliposome D₈ = 138 ± 7.6 nm</td>
<td>magnetoliposome PC/PE (2:1) containing N-(6-maleimido-caproyloxy)-dipalmitoyl PE</td>
<td>anti-Her2 Neu antibody (herceptin) thiolated with SPDP 55.6 µg of antibody/mg of magnetite</td>
<td>SKBr3 breast cancer cells 525</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Contrast Media</td>
<td>Physicochemical Characteristics</td>
<td>Contrastophore</td>
<td>Pharmacophore</td>
<td>Coupling Conditions</td>
<td>Biological Target</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGD—magnetoliposome</td>
<td>( D_h = 243 \pm 63.2 \text{ nm} )</td>
<td>magnetoliposome</td>
<td>RGDC peptide</td>
<td>(1) thioated magnetoliposome (2) RGDC peptide (3) incubation for 3.5 h</td>
<td>NIH/3T3 fibroblasts</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TMAG, DLPC, PDP—DOPE (1:2:1)</td>
<td>0.226 mg of peptide/mg of magnetite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pyridyldithiopropionate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotin—magnetoliposome</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>magnetoliposome</td>
<td>biotine</td>
<td>lauric-acid-coated USPIO dialysed in the presence of preformed sonicated phospholipid vesicles</td>
<td>steptavidine</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DC&lt;sub&gt;14:0&lt;/sub&gt; PG/PE—PEG—biotin (9:1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—strept-mAb(antiHer2/ Neu)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>MACS streptavidin microbeads SPIO</td>
<td>biotinylated herceptin</td>
<td>(1) streptavidin SPIO (2) biotinylated herceptin (3) biotinylated antibody</td>
<td>Her2/neu receptor on tumor cells</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—mAb(anti-lymphocyte)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>biotinylated dextran-coated USPIO</td>
<td>biotinylated anti-lymphocyte antibody (moab anti-L)</td>
<td>(1) biotinylated SPIO (2) fluorescein—streptavidin (3) biotinylated antibody</td>
<td>lymphocyte</td>
<td>449, 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF—SS—CLIO</td>
<td>( r_1 = 32 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ) ( r_2 = 146 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ) 0.47 T</td>
<td>CLIO—NH&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>transferrin 4 transferrins per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; (2) SPDP (3) transferrin purification: magnetic separation</td>
<td>transferrin receptors</td>
<td>475, 478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF—SC—CLIO</td>
<td>( r_1 = 32 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ) ( r_2 = 144 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ) 0.47 T</td>
<td>CLIO—NH&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>transferrin 1—2 transferrin per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; (2) SIA (succinimyliodoacetate) (3) transferrin purification: magnetic separation</td>
<td>transferrin receptors</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—Tat</td>
<td>( r_1 = 22 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ) ( r_2 = 72 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ) 0.47 T ( D_h = 42 \text{ nm} )</td>
<td>CLIO—NH&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Tat peptide 6—13 peptides per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; (2) SPDP (3) Tat peptide purification gel chromatography</td>
<td>lymphocytes uptake</td>
<td>477, 487, 488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—Tat</td>
<td>( r_1 = 22 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ) ( r_2 = 72 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ) 0.47 T ( D_h = 42 \text{ nm} )</td>
<td>CLIO—NH&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Tat peptide 9.6—21 peptides per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; (2) SIA (succinimyliodoacetate) (3) Tat peptide purification gel chromatography</td>
<td>T cells and CaCo-2 monolayers uptake</td>
<td>489, 490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Contrast Media</td>
<td>Physicochemical Characteristics</td>
<td>Contrastophore</td>
<td>Pharmacophore</td>
<td>Coupling Conditions</td>
<td>Biological Target</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO-F(ab')₂ (anti-E-selectin)</td>
<td>Dₜ = 40 nm</td>
<td>CLIO-NH₂</td>
<td>thioacetyl-anti-human E-selectin antibody fragment 0.1–0.2 F(ab')₂ per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO-NH₂ (2) SPDP (3) thioacetylated F(ab')₂ purification; magnetic separation</td>
<td>endothelial cells</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO-annexin V-Cy5.5</td>
<td>r₁ = 21 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹ r₂ = 45 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹ 0.47 T Dₜ = 53 ± 1 nm</td>
<td>CLIO-NH₂</td>
<td>thiolated annexin V 2.7 annexin V per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO-NH₂ (2) SPDP (3) thiolated annexin V purification; filtration</td>
<td>apoptotic cells</td>
<td>480–482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO-small molecule-FITC</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO-NH₂</td>
<td>small thiol molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO-NH₂ (2) FITC (3) SPDP (4) thiol small molecules purification; gel chromatography</td>
<td>apoptotic cells</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO-Cy5.5-mAb(anti-VCAM-1)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO-NH₂</td>
<td>anti-mouse anti VCAM-1 antibody 0.87 mg of antibody/ mg of Fe 10 Cy5.5 per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO-NH₂ (2) Cy5.5 NHS ester (3) NHS suberic acid (4) EDCI (5) antibody purification; magnetic separation</td>
<td>vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 VCAM-1</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO-Cy5.5-bombesin</td>
<td>Dₜ = 35 nm</td>
<td>CLIO-NH₂</td>
<td>bombesin peptide 50 peptides per particles</td>
<td>(1) CLIO-NH₂ (2) Cy5.5 NHS ester (3) succinimimidyl iodoacetic acid (4) bombesin peptide</td>
<td>pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO-small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO-azido</td>
<td>small alkyne molecule library for click chemistry</td>
<td>(1) CLIO-azido (2) Cu¹ catalyst (3) alkyne molecule purification; gel chromatography</td>
<td>macrophage uptake</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO-small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO-alkyne</td>
<td>small azido molecule library for click chemistry</td>
<td>(1) CLIO-azido (2) Cu¹ catalyst (3) azido molecule purification; gel chromatography</td>
<td>macrophage uptake</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO-F(ab')₂ (anti-E-selectin)</td>
<td>Dₜ = 40 nm</td>
<td>CLIO-NH₂</td>
<td>mouse-anti-human E-selectin antibody fragment 0.1–0.2 F(ab')₂ per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO-NH₂ (2) SPDP (3) DTT (4) F(ab')₂ purification; magnetic separation</td>
<td>inflammation</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Contrast Media</td>
<td>Physicochemical Characteristics</td>
<td>Contrastophore</td>
<td>Pharmacophore</td>
<td>Coupling Conditions</td>
<td>Biological Target</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO–Cy5.5–VINP$_{28}$</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO–Cy5.5–NH$_2$</td>
<td>V-CAM-1-binding peptide (VIN$<em>{28}$) 12 VINP$</em>{28}$ peptide per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO–Cy5.5–NH$<em>2$ (2) succinimidyl iodo acetate (3) VINP$</em>{28}$ purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>vascular cellular adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1)</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO–Cy5.5–E-selectin-binding peptide</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO–Cy5.5–NH$_2$</td>
<td>E-selectin-binding peptide (ESBP) 30 ESBP peptides per particle cyclic RGD peptide functionalized with NHS suberic acid 4–52 RGD peptides per particle 7.2 Cy5.5 per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO–Cy5.5–NH$_2$ (2) succinimidyl iodo acetate (3) ESBP</td>
<td>E-selectin</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO–Cy5.5–cRGD  $D_h = 29–39$ nm</td>
<td></td>
<td>CLIO–Cy5.5–NH$_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) CLIO–Cy5.5–NH$_2$ (2) activated cRGD peptide purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>$\alpha/\beta$ integrin</td>
<td>498, 499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO–Cy5.5  $D_h = 32$ nm</td>
<td></td>
<td>CLIO–NH$_2$</td>
<td>Cy5.5 1 Cy5.5 per particle small carboxylic molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO–NH$_2$ (2) Cy5.5 (1) CLIO–NH$_2$ (2) EDCI (3) small carboxylic molecule purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>delineation of brain tumor macrophage uptake</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO–small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO–NH$_2$</td>
<td>small amine molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO–NH$_2$ (2) succinic anhydride (3) EDCI (4) small amine molecule purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>macrophage uptake</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO–small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO–NH$_2$</td>
<td>small thiol molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO–NH$_2$ (2) SPDP (3) small thiol molecule purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>macrophage uptake</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO–small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO–NH$_2$</td>
<td>small hydroxyl molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO–NH$_2$ (2) succinimidyl iodo acetate (3) hydrolysis pH 7.4 (4) SOCl$_2$ small alcohol molecule purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>macrophage uptake</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Contrast Media</td>
<td>Physicochemical Characteristics</td>
<td>Contrastophore</td>
<td>Pharmacophore</td>
<td>Coupling Conditions</td>
<td>Biological Target</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO—NH₂</td>
<td>Small epoxide molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH₂   (2) Small epoxide molecule purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>Macrophage uptake</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r₁ = 29.9 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹  r₂ = 92.5 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹  0.47 T Dₙ = 62 ± 7 nm</td>
<td>CLIO—NH₂</td>
<td>RRRRC peptide and Cy₅.₅ 1.8 Cy₅.₅ per particle 15.5 peptide per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH₂   (2) Succinimidyl iodoacetate (3) RRRRC peptide (4) Cy₅.₅—NHS ester purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>Cathepsin B</td>
<td>486, 493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—SS—R4Cy₅.₅</td>
<td>r₁ = 27.8 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹  r₂ = 91.2 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹  0.47 T Dₙ = 68 ± 13 nm</td>
<td>CLIO—NH₂</td>
<td>RRRRC peptide and Cy₅.₅ 1.19 Cy₅.₅ per particle 11.9 peptide per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH₂   (2) Succinimidyl iodoacetate (3) RRRRC peptide (4) Cy₅.₅—NHS ester purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>Cathepsin B</td>
<td>486, 493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—Cy₅.₅—Cy₇</td>
<td>r₁ = 16 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹  r₂ = 45 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹  0.47 T Dₙ = 28 nm</td>
<td>CLIO—Cy₇—NH₂</td>
<td>RRRRC peptide and Cy₅.₅ 2.3 Cy₅.₅ per particle 2.5 Cy₇ per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—Cy₇—NH₂ (2) Succinimidyl iodoacetate (3) Cy₅.₅—NHS ester purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>Protease</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—EPPT₁</td>
<td>r₁ = 26.4 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹  r₂ = 53.4 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹  0.47 T Dₙ = 35.8 nm</td>
<td>CLIO—Cy₅.₅—NH₂</td>
<td>EPPT₁ peptide 5 Cy₅.₅ per particle 14 peptides per particle</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—Cy₅.₅—NH₂ (2) Succinimidyl iodoacetate (3)</td>
<td>Underglycosylated mucin 1 tumor antigen (uMUC-1)</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO—NH₂</td>
<td>Small thiol molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH₂   (2) SPDP (3) Small thiol molecules purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>Macrophage, endothelial cells, pancreatic cancer cells</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO—NH₂</td>
<td>Small carboxylic molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH₂   (2) EDCI (3) Small carboxylic molecule purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>Macrophage, endothelial cells, pancreatic cancer cells</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeted contrast media</td>
<td>physicochemical characteristics</td>
<td>contrastophore</td>
<td>pharmacophore</td>
<td>coupling conditions</td>
<td>biological target</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—small molecule</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO—NH₂</td>
<td>small amine molecule library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH₂ (2) succinic anhydride (3) EDCI (4) small amine molecule purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>macrophage, endothelial cells, pancreatic cancer cells</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIO—peptides</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO—NH₂</td>
<td>cysteine peptide library</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—NH₂ (2) succinimidyl iodoacetate (3) cysteine-peptides purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>cell uptake</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—peptide (VCAM-1)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>CLIO—Cy5.5—NH₂</td>
<td>peptide targeting VCAM-1 (VPN)</td>
<td>(1) CLIO—Cy5.5—NH₂ (2) NHS suberic acid (3) peptide purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>vascular cellular adhesion molecule-1 VCAM-1</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—nonpeptidic RGD mimetic</td>
<td>$r_1 = 10.1 \text{mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}, r_2 = 68.4 \text{mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \text{1.5 T}$</td>
<td>dextran-coated USPIO</td>
<td>nonpeptidic RGD mimetic 2.8–4 peptides per particle</td>
<td>(1) dextran-coated USPIO (2) epichlorhydrin (3) peptide mimic</td>
<td>integrin</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—GRGD peptide</td>
<td>$r_1 = 11.2 \text{mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}, r_2 = 84.9 \text{mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \text{1.5 T}$</td>
<td>dextran-coated USPIO</td>
<td>GRGD peptide 2.8–4 peptides per particle</td>
<td>(1) dextran-coated USPIO (2) epichlorhydrin (3) peptide mimic</td>
<td>integrin</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—fibronectin fragment</td>
<td>$r_1 = 11.3 \text{mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}, r_2 = 76.0 \text{mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \text{1.5 T}$</td>
<td>dextran-coated USPIO</td>
<td>fibronectin fragment 2.8–4 fragments per particle</td>
<td>(1) dextran-coated USPIO (2) epichlorhydrin (3) fibronectin fragment</td>
<td>integrin</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-Her2 Neu—WSIO</td>
<td>$D = 9 \text{ nm (TEM)}$</td>
<td>2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid-coated WSIO</td>
<td>Anti-Her2 Neu-antibody herceptin</td>
<td>(1) DMSA WSIO (2) sulfo-SMCC—herceptin purification: gel chromatography</td>
<td>Her2/neu receptors on tumor cells</td>
<td>507, 508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—folate USPIO—PEG—folate</td>
<td>$D = 10 \text{ nm (TEM)}$</td>
<td>(3-aminopropyl)-trimethoxysilane-coated USPIO</td>
<td>folic acid polyethylene glycolylated folic acid</td>
<td>(1) folic acid (2) EDCI (3) USPIO purification sonication and centrifugation</td>
<td>folate receptor (FR)</td>
<td>516, 517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeted contrast media</td>
<td>physicochemical characteristics</td>
<td>contrastophore</td>
<td>pharmacophore</td>
<td>coupling conditions</td>
<td>biological target</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—folate</td>
<td>$D = 5–10$ nm (TEM) $D_h = 10–20$ nm</td>
<td>oxidized dextran versatile USPIO</td>
<td>amino-PEG—folic acid</td>
<td>(1) versatile USPIO (2) amino-PEG—folic acid (3) sodium borohydride purification; tangential ultrafiltration</td>
<td>folate receptor (FR)</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—folate</td>
<td>$D = 9–11$ nm (TEM)</td>
<td>silane—PEG—trifluoroethyl ester-coated USPIO</td>
<td>folic acid</td>
<td>(1) silane—PEG—trifluoroethyl (FR)</td>
<td>folate receptor</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO annexin V</td>
<td>$D = 9$ nm (TEM)</td>
<td>dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA)-coated USPIO</td>
<td>SPDP-activated annexin V</td>
<td>(1) DMSA-coated USPIO (2) SPDP-bound annexin V purification; washing</td>
<td>apoptotic red blood cells</td>
<td>509–513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO herceptin</td>
<td>$D = 12$ nm (TEM)</td>
<td>dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA)-coated MnFe$_2$O$_4$ (Mn MEIO)</td>
<td>SMCC-activated herceptin</td>
<td>(1) DMSA-coated MnMEIO (2) SMCC-activated herceptin purification; gel filtration</td>
<td>Her2neu positive cancer cells</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polymeric RGD—USPIO micelles</td>
<td>$D_h = 46 \pm 4$ nm</td>
<td>6 nm USPIO incorporated in polymeric maleimide micelles</td>
<td>cRGD—SH peptide</td>
<td>(1) maleimide micelles (2) cRGD—SH peptide purification; centrifugal filtration</td>
<td>integrin αvβ3</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPIO—mimetic sLe$^x$</td>
<td>$r_1 = 21$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ $r_2 = 75.5$ mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ 0.47 T</td>
<td>dextran-coated USPIO</td>
<td>sialyl Lewis $x$ mimetic</td>
<td>(1) dextran-coated USPIO (2) epichlorohydrin (3) sialyl Lewis $x$ mimetic</td>
<td>E-selectin</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
circulation times. Small particles with diameters less than 10 nm are rapidly removed through extravasations and renal clearance. Particles with a diameter ranging from 10 to 100 nm are optimal for intravenous injection and have the most prolonged blood circulation times. These particles are small enough to evade the RES of the body as well as to penetrate small capillaries of the tissues and offer the most effective distribution in targeted tissues.

Magnetic drug targeting employing nanoparticles as carriers is a promising cancer treatment avoiding the side effects of conventional chemotherapy. Iron oxide nanoparticles covered by starch derivatives with phosphate groups, which bound mitoxantrone, have been used as chemotherapy. Alexiou et al. have shown that a strong magnetic field gradient at the tumor location induces accumulation of the nanoparticles. Electron microscope investigations show that the ferrofluids can be enriched in tumor tissue and tumor cells.

Kohler et al. have reported the development of a biostable methotrexate-immobilized iron oxide nanoparticle drug carrier that may potentially be used for real-time monitoring of drug delivery through magnetic resonance imaging. Methotrexate (MTX) was immobilized on the surface of the nanoparticle via a poly(ethylene glycol) self-assembled monolayer (PEG–SAM). Cellular uptake experiments showed that the uptake of NP–PEG–MTX conjugates by glioma cells was considerably higher than that of control nanoparticles. Magnetic resonance imaging in 9 L cells cultured with NP–PEG–MTX of various concentrations showed significant contrast enhancement. Leucovorin, a MTX antidote, was used to rescue the cells that had been exposed to NP–PEG–MTX or free MTX, and the experiment verified the biocompatibility of NP–PEG–MTX conjugates and the MTX on NP–PEG–MTX conjugates to be the true source of the cytotoxicity to the target cells. TEM results showed that NP–PEG–MTX conjugates were internalized into the 9 L cellular cytoplasm and retained their crystal structure therein for up to 144 h, as identified by electron diffraction.

Gallo et al. have shown that, after administration of magnetic microspheres containing oxantrazole, the brain contained 100–400 times higher oxantrazole levels than those obtained after the solution dosage form, indicating the successfulness of drug delivery via magnetic particles.

### 6.4. Hyperthermia

Ferrofluids are not only a very powerful material for diagnosis by MRI, but they can be used also for therapeutic purposes. Their applications for hyperthermia treatment were first envisaged in the seminal work of Jordan et al. in 1993. This study experimentally proves the high efficiency of a superparamagnetic crystal suspension to absorb the energy of an oscillating magnetic field and convert it into heat. This property can be used in vivo to increase the temperature of tumor tissue and to destroy the pathological cells by hyperthermia. Tumor cells are more sensitive to a temperature increase than healthy ones. The more classical approach consists of submitting the patient to an electromagnetic wave of several 100 MHz frequency. The thermoablation of a tumor can be achieved by an electromagnetic wave emitted by a RF electrode implanted in the pathological area. A less invasive method consists of irradiating the pathological area with an array of external resonant microwave dipolar emitters. Preclinical and clinical data show that hyperthermia is feasible and effective in combination with radiation therapy. A study of 112 patients with glioblastoma multiforme has shown that survival is doubled when γ therapy is combined with hyperthermia as compared to γ therapy alone.

In fact, the hyperthermia treatment allows an increase of perfusion in the tumor tissue and therefore a higher oxygen constant, which makes the γ radiation more powerful in destroying the pathological cells. The main parameter determining the heating of the tissue is the specific absorption rate (SAR), defined as the rate at which electromagnetic energy is absorbed by a unit mass of a biological material. It is expressed in calories per kilogram and is proportional to the rate of the temperature increase (∆T)/∆t (eq 35)

\[
\text{SAR} = 4.1868 \frac{P}{m_e} = C_e \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta t} \quad (35)
\]

where \(P\) is the electromagnetic wave power absorbed by the sample, \(m_e\) is the mass of the sample, and \(C_e\) is the specific heat capacity of the sample.

For classical high frequency irradiation by external antennas, the power deposition patterns lack selectivity. Another major difficulty in electromagnetic regional hyperthermia is the occurrence of local high temperatures (hot spots) because of the inhomogeneities of electrical permeability and conductivity of the tissue, which cause variation of the SAR.

A better control of the energy is obtained for an irradiation of the tissue doped by a ferrofluid at a low-frequency magnetic wave (100–400 KHz). For a given superparamagnetic material, the SAR is very precisely determined by the volume ratio of these crystals in the tissue. Rosensweig theoretically proved a strong relationship between the SAR of this material and its magnetic relaxation (eq 36)

\[
\text{SAR} = 4.1868 \frac{\epsilon_0 \omega^2 \mu_0 V H_o^2 v^2}{1000kT} \frac{2\pi v \tau}{(2\pi v)^2} \quad (36)
\]

where \(\epsilon_0\) is the volume fraction of superparamagnetic material, \(v\) is the frequency of the oscillating magnetic field, \(H_o\) is the magnetic field intensity (the other parameters have been defined before), and \(\tau\) is the relaxation time.

The expression (eq 36) shows that if the irradiation magnetic field is uniform, the SAR only depends upon the nature and the volume fraction of the superparamagnetic particles. A very high spatial selectivity can therefore be achieved if the particles are only localized in the pathological area. The irradiation frequency should be sufficiently low to avoid an interaction of the electromagnetic field with the intracellular ions.

For small anisotropy and crystal size nanoparticles, the SAR is proportional to the relaxation time and is due to the dissipation caused by the magnetic viscosity. It is maximum if eq 37 is verified.

\[
\tau = \frac{1}{2\pi v} \quad (37)
\]

For a \(\tau\) longer than this optimal value, the SAR decreases very quickly because the magnetic relaxation is too slow to allow for the superparamagnetic crystal “to follow” the oscillating magnetic field. Considering the evolution of \(\tau\) with the crystal volume given by eqs 3, 5, and 6, Rosensweig has shown a very sharp maximum of the SAR for a diameter of about 14 nm in the case of magnetite. He has also proven that an increase of the size distribution caused a very fast...
decrease of the SAR. In his calculation, Rosensweig only took into account the bulk magnetocrystalline component of the anisotropy, but an evolution of the stage of aggregation of the particle should also cause a modification of the SAR because of the effect of dipolar intercrystal coupling on Néel relaxation times.

The selective remote inactivation of cancer cells by an AC magnetic field has been demonstrated in vitro.663 This new approach for localized thermotherapy induced by a magnetic fluid is already suitable for both hyperthermia and thermoablation. Evaluation of the feasibility and survival benefit of this new hyperthermia approach is in progress on animals, and first clinical trials have been started recently.664,665

Ideally, the superparamagnetic crystals should be encapsulated with a drug in a liposome. Its irradiation by an oscillating magnetic field wave could increase the temperature and allow the phase transition temperature of the liposome membrane to be reached. The drug should then massively and selectively be released in the area submitted to the magnetic field.666

In conclusion, superparamagnetic colloids can be seen as a very promising agent for hyperthermia therapy, but this new field of application requires an improvement of the reproducibility and the size control during the synthesis of particles.

7. Conclusions and Perspectives

The use of superparamagnetic nanoparticles in MRI has been a major development in the range of tools available to clinicians. The efficacy of these agents has led to their being proposed for GI tract and hepatic lesion imaging. The prospects for increased use in lymph node and functional imaging also seem very promising. New applications of iron oxides in molecular and cellular imaging are being thoroughly studied. Most of the recent research has concerned cellular imaging of in vivo macrophage activity, whereas stem cell migration and immune cell trafficking, as well as targeted iron oxide nanoparticles for molecular imaging studies, are at the stage of the proof of concept, mainly in animal models.11

However, numerous challenges have to be overcome to provide new efficient and specific iron oxides for cellular and molecular imaging.

The synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles, covering a wide range of compositions and tuneable sizes, has made substantial progress, especially over the past decade. Different kinds of monodisperse spherical nanocrystals with controllable particle sizes and compositions have been synthesized by a wide range of chemical synthetic procedures: co-precipitation, reactions in constrained environments, thermal decomposition of metal–surfactant complexes, sol–gel reactions, polyol processes, flow injection synthesis, sonolysis, and electrochemical and aerosol methods. However, synthesis of high-quality magnetic nanoparticles in a controlled manner resulting in a homodisperse population of magnetic grains of controllable size and detailed understanding of the synthetic mechanisms of nucleation and growth during particle formation are still challenges to be faced in the coming years. The large-scale synthesis of iron oxide crystalline nanoparticles characterized by a high degree of crystallinity and, consequently, a high magnetization at saturation requires a reproducible and industrial process without any laborious purification step to ensure cost-effective synthetic procedures. An unavoidable problem associated with nanoparticles is their intrinsic instability over long periods of time. Such small particles tend to form agglomerates to reduce the energy associated with the high surface area/volume ratio of the nanosized particles. Consequently, it is crucial to develop coating strategies to chemically improve the stability of the magnetic nanoparticles. The nature of the coating has to be optimized to simplify the process and to effectively prevent any aggregation and sedimentation of the superparamagnetic nanoparticle to provide a stable injectable solution or a lyophilizate freeze-dried powder that is easy to reconstitute.

From a more fundamental point of view, the mechanism of surface anchoring of the poly- or monomeric coating must be investigated using new surface characterization techniques to be able to describe the nature and the force of the surface binding (hydrogen, pseudo-covalent, or ionic bonds) and also the influence of the coating layer on the structural and magnetic properties of iron oxides. Indeed, surface effects can lead to a decrease in the magnetization of small particles, for instance oxide nanoparticles, with respect to the bulk value. This reduction has been associated with different mechanisms, such as the existence of a magnetically dead layer on the surface of the particle, the existence of canted spins, or the existence of a spin-glass-like behavior of the surface spins, that modify the anisotropy and magnetic moment of surfacic atoms. However, the magnetic modification of the superparamagnetic system because of the coating is rather complex, and no correlation between the chemical nature of the coating and the magnetic properties has been firmly established at present. Understanding surface anchoring of the coating will be very useful to predict the stability toward agglomeration of the coating in various media (aqueous, saline, cell culture, and biological) either by electrostatic, steric, or electrosteric repulsion. It will be of great help to develop a surfacic model of the interaction between the coating and the iron oxide surface to improve the rational design of new stable coatings. For that purpose, new physicochemical methods need to be improved to describe the fundamental characteristics of the superparamagnetic particle surface, such as surfacic composition, surfacic charge, hydrophilicity, and hydrophobicity.

A key point in superparamagnetic research is probably to establish robust structure—pharmacokinetic relationships. The nature of the surface coating as well as the geometric arrangement of the coating on the iron oxide surface will not only determine the size of the colloid but also play a significant role in the pharmacokinetic, metabolic, vascular clearance, and biodistribution properties and will modulate the capture by the RES system or tissue or diffusion in tumor tissue. Mathematical models have already been constructed to explain the protein-rejecting abilities of PEG coating, which depend upon the conformation (mushroom or brushes) and the surfacic density of the PEG polymer or the surface.667 Further investigations should help to define rational models to optimize the physicochemical and biological properties of USPIO as proposed in a recent work,668 where a relationship between the saturation magnetization, the size of the nanoparticles, and some simple electronic descriptors of the coating was established using a quantitative structure—property relationship analysis.

Concerning targeted iron oxides incorporating biovectors able to recognize a biological target, the surface modification techniques used to graft biovectors need to be improved to achieve high reproducibility and to allow for the accurate
particular long-term toxicity studies, should be carried out using different controls especially in MRI molecular clinical and clinical studies in relevant animal models and biovectors to minimize a coating interference with the and length of the linker between the surface and the biovectors to minimize a coating interference with the binding. For this purpose, new accurate analytical tools able to quantify the number of biovectors onto the nanoparticle surface need to be developed. Great efforts have to be undertaken to understand the interactions of nanoparticles with the immune systems and to optimize the molecular interaction of particle-conjugated receptors or ligands in vivo. For example, the optimization of the targeting activity should be systematically investigated by modifying the flexibility and length of the linker between the surface and the biovectors to minimize a coating interference with the binding.

Future studies should also aim to address different challenges faced in nanomedicine application. Additional preclinical and clinical studies in relevant animal models and disease states should be performed to substantiate proof of concept using different controls especially in MRI molecular imaging. Finally, safety and biocompatibility studies, in particular long-term toxicity studies, should be carried out beyond proof-of-concept studies.
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